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Gilligan vs. Rhodes
In governor contest

Primary

Tha Ridge Straat School velar precinct wai mannad oorly yesterday morning
by these volunteers

polls

Moll University students registered lo vote in Bowling

Green de so at this precinct (Newsphoto by Carl Said)

COLUMBUS tAP) - Gov John J.
Gilligan and his predecessor. ex-Gov.
James A. Rhodes, scrapped verbally
last night after winning easy primary
election victories
Triumph by Gilligan in the
Democratic primary tor governor and
by Rhodes in the Republican
nominating race set the stage for a
bitter general election showdown in
November.
GILLIGAN TOLD reporters he's
eager to put his administration's
record on the line
"We will be
presenting the work, discussing the
achievements of the first Gilligan
administration and our ideas and plans
for the next four years.'' he said
Rhodes, meanwhile, blasted what he
called "the Gilligan Gougers" and
said: "My campaign will be a fight to
eliminate waste, overlapping,
duplication and wanton extravagance
in the reckless spending of taxpayers'
money in the Statehouse ''
State Rep Richard Celeste of
Cleveland, the Democratic party's
endorsed candidate for lieutenant
governor, appeared headed for easy
triumph, but state Sen. Tony Hall of

Glenn grabs Metzenbaum areas
BULLETIN
With 4.28C of Ohio's 12.895 polling
placet reporting. John Glenn Jr. led
Sea. Howard M. Metienbaum 181.271 to
141.191 for the Democratic Senate
nomination.
By Carl P. Leabsdorf
AP Political Writer
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
swept to renomination for an unpre-

Weather
Increasing clondinets and a
little warmer today with chance of
showers by afternoon, high In
upper 59i. Showers likely tonight
low in the 40s Tomorrow cloudy
and chance of showers high near
•9. Probability of precipitation 40
per cent todny and 79 per cent
tonight.

cedented third term last night, while
former astronaut John H Glenn Jr.
held a growing lead in his third bid for
the Democratic Senate nomination in
Ohio
In North Carolina, State Rep
William E. Stevens won the GOP
nomination, while Ally Gen Robert
Morgan led lormer Rep. Nick
Galifianakis in the Democratic contest
for the seat ot retiring Democratic
Sen Sam.1 ErvinJr.
IN ALABAMA. Wallace easily
topped the 50 per cent needed to avoid
a June 4 runoff The early count gave
him more than 60 per cent of the vote
against four Democratic rivals.
With returns from 920 of the state's
4,535 election districts reporting.
Wallace had 89.531 to 51.800 for his four
opponents
He will be heavily favored in the
November general election against the
Republican candidate, former State
Sen. Elvin McCary. as he seeks to pave

the way for another presidential bid
despite the partial paralysis he has
suffered since a 1972 assassination
attempt.
IN ALABAMA'S Senate race.
freshman Democrat James B. Allen
appeared to be an easy winner over
John Taylor He will be unopposed in
November
In Ohio meanwhile, tlw 52 year-old-"
Glenn held narrow leads in some areas
captured by appointed Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum in 1970. when he edged
Glenn in a Democratic primary but
lost the general election to Republican
Sen. Robert Taft Jr. Metzenbaum was
appointed to the Senate last December
when Republican William Saxbe
resigned to become attorney general.
Early returns showed Glenn almost
even with Metzenbaum in the senator's
Cleveland stronghold.
In the Republican primary, Mayor
Ralph Perk of Cleveland defeated
Peter E. Voss. a Canton businessman.

IN INDIANA, the fourth state
holding its primaries yesterday, the
only contests were for House seats
The state holds conventions to pick
nominees for the Senate with
Democratic Sen. Birch E. Bayh likely
to be opposed in November by GOP
Mayor Richard G. Lugar of Indianapolis in a race expected to draw
national attention.
In thr- District of Columbia,
meanwhile, voters approved a charter
restoring partial self-government for
the first time in 100 years.

Dayton was struggling in his bid for the
party's secretary of state nomination
All vote counts were with 3,576 of
Ohio's 12,895 polling places reporting
IN THE RACE for the Democratic
nomination for governor, it was
Gilligan with 165.851 votes to 71.358 for
Cleveland businessman James Nolan
Rhodes, in the GOP battle, had 107.508
to 44.299 for state Rep Charles Fry of
Springfield and 12.444 for Columbiana
County Engineer Bert Dawson
Celeste built nearly a two-to-one
margin over state Sen Anthony O
Calabrese, 65.328-37.223, but Hall, in

the secretary of state's race, was
behind W K Brown. 55.778-50.606.
Franklin County Prosecutor George
C Smith was the leader in the race for
the Republican nomination for
attorney general, with 58. 460 votes to
45.556 for Stark County Prosecutor
David Dowd. State Sen. Stanley J.
Aronoff of Cincinnati had 30,630.
Former Rep
Roger Tracy,
meanwhile, had a 15.000 vote lead over
Montgomery County Commissioner
Thomas Cloud in the run for the
Republican auditor's nomination. The
count was 80.025-65.296

County supports Rhodes,
school levy fails to pass
With 110 of Wood County's 125
precincts reported in. John Glenn led
Howard Metzenbaum in the
Democratic race for the Senate
nomination by a tally of 3.666 to 2.600.
Metzenbaum beat Glenn in a
primary four years ago. and was
recently appointed to replace William
Saxbe when he was appointed Attorney
General.

State issue number one was passing
7.090 to 4.558 in favor of equalizing pay
for groups of public officials. The issue
would raise state senators' salary to
$17,500 from the present 914,000.
The second issue, which would
permit county officials to receive a
raise in salary if more than two years
were remaining in their terms of
office, was failing 7,417 to 4.061.

Ralph Perk, mayor of Cleveland, had
the lead for Republican nomination
with a vote of 2.909 to Peter Voss'
2,148
In the Democratic governor's race
John J. Gilligan was ahead of James
Nolan, 4,085 to 1.889

STATE ISSUE three easily was
accepted by a vote of 8.771 to 2,501 The
issue would simplify ballot language
for future elections. It also would
create an Ohio Ballot Board to draft
amendments.

FORMER GOVERNOR James A.
Rhodes was winning the Republican
nomination with 3,106. Representative
Charles Fry was following with a tally
of 2,115. and Bert Dawson Jr..
Columbiana County engineer, garnered
553

In the local issues, with all but one
precinct reported in, the school bond
issue was failing by 2.479 to 2,233. The
levy was for 7.5 mills.
The recreation levy was carrying in
all precincts, but no figures were
available.

Proposal No. 3 suggests
set up of new college
By Rote Hume
Managing Editor
In an attempt to end a second
impasse in deciding whether or not to
establish
a
College
of
Communications. Dr. Del Hilyard.
executive assistant to the President,
has written a third college proposal.
Dr. Hilyard s proposal, completed
about a week ago. revises two
proposals submitted to Provost
Kenneth W. Rothe by a faculty
committee in January
One of the proposals called for a
faculty college incorporating the
speech, journalism and popular culture
departments The second proposal
suggested a program college in which
curricula would cross department lines
under the dean's supervision
DR. HILYARD said his proposal
retains the faculty college and includes
the journalism and speech
departments.
"It does not exclude others who
might move into the college. " he said.
The proposal includes courses
outside of the journalism and speech
departments. Dr. Hilyard said
instructors in the communications
fields and in fields remotely and
closely related to communications

thus could establish an academic
relationship.
The proposal suggests the
communications college have degree
programs leading to a bachelor's
degree in journalism, graduate
degrees in speech and a bachelor's in
communications. The University now
offers the bachelor's in journalism and
graduate degrees in speech through
two different colleges.
ESTABLISHED DEPARTMENTS
would enter the communications
college as they now exist.
"If there is a program currently
existing with objectives, a curriculum
and students following that
curriculum, it would remain organized
as it is." said Dr. Hilyard.
He added that faculty interested in
the same area of communications but
now teaching in different departments
would work together in teaching one
program.
"It may in the long run bring
together members of two
departments," said Dr. Hilyard.
Dr Hilyard said faculty would be
able to place individual goals above
departmental loyalties for program
interests.
"If individuals are committed to
making changes, ideas from one

Inside the News...
• Al tha rote of ana piece of pizza par minute, il should take about 10
minutes le devour 10 pieces. Linda Newlon fall short al that goal by one
piece,

but Stall wot crowned champion al tha pizza-eating

contest

Monday night in Chapman Hall. See picture assay on page nine.
• The Falcon baseball team wan two games yesterday and the tennis
squad boat Toledo far Hie first time in tan years Sea page 10 far details
and a look at the boeeboH squad's matt successful pitcher

segment will not always be accepted
and ideas from another may not
always be rejected," Dr. Hilyard said.
"But if you are going to make it a
conflict between speech and
journalism, there will be that
problem."
The proposal leaves development of
college programs open.
"PROGRESS IN the shape of the
college would depend on leadership,"
said Dr Hilyard. "You could install a
dean who thinks the world is lovely the
way it is or one who will push for new
programs."
He added that faculty inclination
also would help determine college
structure.
Dr. Hilyard said a University
commitment to establish a
communications college is necessary
HE SAID THE communications
college "has been thrashed out rather
thoroughly" in communicationsoriented departments.
"The faculty will be concerned with
structure." said Dr Hilyard "We
have that kind of commitment There
is no commitment from people outside
the departments.
"I don't consider my proposal any
better or worse than the others. I am
only asking 'do you want something or
not?'."
He said he prepared his proposal as a
service, not a position.
Dr. Hilyard said he hopes college
councils and Academic Council will
either accept or reject a
communications college by the end of
the quarter.
"You can cling too long to what you
have," he said. "If we continue to
behave as we have, we may fall off the
cliff.'•

As a result of budget restrictions the Student Health Canter

Center service

finds lhal il must shorten hours and ambulance service to
students during summer quarter. Arrangements are being
made with Wood County Hospital te aid in treating summer
students. (Ne wsphoto by Carl Said)

Health Center hours shortened
It's summer quarter. You find that those live hours in
the sun left you with nothing more than blistering skin
and an upset stomach.
Or perhaps the flu hits. If so, you may find yourself in
the Wood County Hospital, rather than the University
Health Center for treatment
THE HEALTH CENTER is shaving hours off its usual
24-hour service this summer and will be open f'om 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 8 a.m to noon
Saturday, on an out-patient basis only.
Regular out-patient service, except for physical
therapy, will be available.
Beds also will be available for students needing rest,
but not for overnight use.
Dr. Richard F.akin. vice provost for student affairs,
said yesterday that "financial constraints" and "sound
business practices are forcing the change.
"Given the budget we have, we've come to the

conclusion that we'll have to operate the center on a parttime basis only." he said.
ALSO. HE SAID, round-the-clock ambulance service
will be unavailable. "We could not ask. and should not
ask students (ambulance drivers) to have to take calls
after working hours."
Ambulance service will be available only during the
Health Center's summer hours. Dr Eakin said that if
students need an ambulance after hours, they can call a
city ambulance or the police department.
He said arrangements have been made with the Wood
County Hospital to dispense emergency and in-patient
treatment this summer.
IN ADDITION, residence hall directors and resident
advisort will be informed oi the Health Center's change
and told who to contact if an emergency should occur.
Regular operations will resume fall quarter, with the
possibility of scheduling a physician to handle cases
during the noon hour, Dr. Eakin said.

taf* 3/Ttw BG N»w», W«dn«.doy, May t, 1974

campus awareness

eDueRiaLS
army cover-up
in calley case
This past weekend, President Nixon declined the chance to further*
reduce the sentence of ex-Army Lt. William L. Calley Jr. and rightly so.
In six months. Calley will be eligible for parole and it's probably a safe
bet he'll be handed his freedom after the case is reviewed by a parole
board.
In August 1971 Galley's sentence first was reduced from life imprisonment to 20 years. On April 16 it was reduced to 10 years by Secretary of
the Army Howard H. Callaway.
The President could have shaved years off (.'alley's sentence but
declined perhaps a sign that wearing a uniform is no excuse for murder.
Calley was dishonorably discharged by Callaway at the same time
Nixon refused to take further action.
It seems the Army is trying to appease Calley. who served as its patsy
during the My Lai massacre.
Federal Judge J. Robert Elliot said Monday he would allow Calley to
remain free on $1,000 bond. Would the government allow a convicted
mass murderer like Charles Manson to walk the streets for a mere f 1,000
bond''
The Army seems to have done a fine job of protecting the higher-ups
who were responsible for My Lai.
Callaway once said: "Lt. Calley may have sincerely believed that he
was acting in accordance with the orders he had received.''
Who was responsible for the orders? Why hasn't he been brought to
trial and made to pay for the crime?
The country is trying to forget a painful war, and this may make it
possible for war crimes to go unpunished.
It took nearly four years for the wheels of justice to turn for the Kent
killings, and it's taken six years since My Lai.
Better late than never.

By Terry Bradford
1*78 Varsity Square East
Gieit Student (olumnlil
As of the last few years, the direction
our country teems to have taken is a
steady downward plunge, partial credit
going to Mr. Nixon's Administration.
The moral, economic and political
consequences of Watergate and other
scandals of the Nixon Administration
are being felt by every American
citizen.
ALSO. IT HAS been the
misconception of the President that all
that is really necessary to being a
qualified President is bridging foreign
problems and improving foreign
relations < which, by the way, were
eroded in the fifties by Nixon and
followers of his idealogy. the cold
war').
It should be told to Mr Nixon that
that is not what's needed of a president
and instead of having a shady
character whose only productive
efforts seem to go overseas, that what
America needs is a man who is
responsive to the needs of the common
man here at home.
Here at BGSU. which in being a
college is supposed to bring out the
highest academic and intellectual
aspects of a student, we find general
apathy and disconcern for the
country's wounds.
Push-carl racing, streaking, softball
and sun-bathing dominate students'

energy, which are fine in times of less
need or perhaps in earlier childhood.

liberties we now enjoy and launch an
era of "Nixonianfacism".

BUT STUDENTS energetic
endeavors could and would be more
constructive to themselves and our
country if put into form of social
consciousness.
If the tearing down and corrupting of
American justice is allowed to go
unchecked and Nixon and his cronies
get off scott-free. we students will
suffer the most, for it is our future
which is being put in jeopardy.
'Further erosion of our government
and the use of government power to
spy on the American populous, as
Nixon has advocated with his
plumber's unit, would bring an end to

A STUDENT CAN contribute to the
movement for justice by calling or
writing his congressman or senator
A phone call to Rep. Delbert Latta of
Bowling Green, 3538871. would be
extra helpful for he is a reluctant
member of the House Judiciary
Committee.
If this was to have happened in the
late sixties. I'm sure students would be
leaders in the parade of public dissent
against Nixon, as they should be.
WE. AS college students, are
supposedly the cream of the crop in
America. Our image has already been

It is sometimes said that Richard
Nixon's critics dwell obsessively on his
past, on events of 10. 20 or even 30
years ago e g his California races
against Helen Douglas or Jerry
Voorhls.
BUT THE transcripts of the White
House tapes released by the President
show that he returns again and again to
an event that took place a quartercentury back in time--the
Congressional investigation of Alger
Hiss
The Hiss case keeps popping up in
President Nixon's conversation, in the
most unlikely contexts, in ways that
seem self-contradicting, in a mode that
would have puzzled less obsequious
auditors than a Dean or an
Ehrlichman
Besides, we already knew from Egil
Krogh's statement at his sentencing
that Nixon had urged on him the study
of the Hiss chapter in "Six Crises."
Nixon's point, then, seemed to be
that Krogh should show the bulldog
determination by which Nixon battered
down President Truman's resistance
to Congress in the forties.

With one hand he blesses Krogh's
illegal activity against Ellsberg, and
with the.other he offers up his former
enemy Truman as a model for the
Attorney General in blocking all legal
inquiry by a Senate committee.
THINGS GET even more puzzling by
page 96, where Nixon wonders if an
FBI informer on President Johnson
can be used by his Administration-he
claims that Whittaker Chambers was
destroyed when he informed on Hiss.
Yet, through all these mental
wanderings, he hopes that the FBI man
in question (William Sullivan) will
become just such an informer.
By page 106, he is urging Dean to
urge Kleindienst to urge Baker to hold
the Ervln committee to the rules of
evidence, as if a committee were a
court -and he claims "that is the way
Nixon ran the Hiss case'' la gross
distortion of history).
On page 306. he tells Dean to get
Senator Ervin and flatter him into
acquiescence with rules imposed by
the White House

Leuers
wage
I would like to take a moment to
thank our President. Hichard M
Nixon, and all our neat-o senators and
swell congressmen for passing the first
raise of the minimum wage in several
years.
JEEPERS, it was oh so nice of them.
I figure that with the five cent raise
we cafeteria workers are receiving, in
a week's time i9 hrs. i I will earn 45
cents more than 1 used to.
At last I can bridge the inflationary
gap. fill my gas tank and afford a
movie on dollar night instead of crying
through a re-run of "The Waltons"
I'D LOVE to use that raise money to
write and thank each government
official responsible for those nickels.

THe BG news
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but stamps are 10 cents now. Thanks
for the big WEO fellows!
Jim Walters
127 Troupe A ve

medical
excuses
Either the University must change
its policy about medical excuses or the
Health Center must start admitting
many more persons who seek
treatment there.
I WENT to the center Monday. April
28. for relief from congestion that had
plagued me for two weeks and kept me
In bed April 26-28 with fever and sheer
exhaustion The doctor had tests run
for mono and strep throat
Even though there was a 24-hour
wait on the results of the throat culture
I was not given an excuse from classes.
The doctor reminded me he wasn't
supposed to give me an excuse unless
he admitted me to the center. He also
said he thought I'd get well just as fast
by going to classes as I would by
staying borne.
THAT MAY have been true, but how
many people would I have to cough at
or sneeze on before I got better? And
what about the fact that I was feeling
so tired?
For the information of those who set
medical excuse policies, some
professors get quite upset if you zonk
out in the middle of their lectures.
I am sure many other students have
felt they deserved medical excuses
from the Health Center and were
unable to get them.
And now I'm not so sure that a
number of those students were just
looking for an easy way to cut classes,
postpone tests or avoid submitting
papers
IF THE Health Center staff decides
not to admit a student that's its
privilege But likewise the staff must
try to view the situation from the

students' position.
If the student is too physically ill to
be held accountable for class work for
a couple days he should be allowed to
recuperate in his room in peace. The
University's medical excuse policy
should not get in his way.
Why can't the Health Center
physician excuse a student for a day or
two even if the student isn't admitted
to the center?
IT SHOULDN'T be too hard for a
doctor to decide if a student should or
should not be allowed off a day or two
to recover from a condition that could
worsen or spread to others if not cared
for properly.
Rose Hume
505 Clough St.
Apt. C29

it is written
God teaches us In the Our Father, as
contained in Luke 11:1, to do the will of
God on earth as it is in Heaven
TOBIAS 4:6 tells us never to consent
to sin.
The advancement of evil and sin by
the likes of Jane Fonda, Tom Hayden,
etc. is not the equivalent or the same
as following God's son, Jesus Christ;
nor are Fonda's fallacies peace.
Douglas R Keith

4297 Main St.
Perry, Ohio 44081

hathaway
defended
It has come to my attention that the
Student Government Association is not
operating fairly. They are playing
politics when they should be
concentrating on what is best for the
students.
They rejected* the nomination of

We students need not worry about
what the average American thinks but
does. If we students don't lead the way
in the restructuring of American
Society, who else is there to do it? The
average citizen who put Nixon in office
in the first place?
Political awareness should not be
mistaken as a fad of the sixties but an
institution and way of life in our
society.
WE OWE IT to ourselves.

the hiss principle

'. HE MEANT this to be an inspiration
to Mr Krogh in his pursuit of Daniel
Ellsberg.
It is odd, therefore, that on page 78 of
the partial transcript now released,
Nixon says he had also instructed
Richard Kleindienst to read that
chapter, to show how a committee can
be blocked from all access to the
executive branch

minimum

blurred to the average American and
be thinks of us as dope-filled streakers
who tear down society instead of
improve It.

Randy Hathaway for the position of
Coordinator of Involvement, after a
screening committee reviewed all
applicants for the position and overwhelmingly selected him as the best
qualified person for the job.
I FEEL that the reason that they did
this was because he ran on another
ticket for election to Steering
Committee and was not elected.
Randy is one of our fraternity
brothers and when he was on Steering
Committee we saw the number of
hours he spent at the SBO office
working for the students.
He was up there every free hour that
he had and even would go up and work
at night after the other officers had
gone home.
He tried to help all students who
came to him with problems whether he
knew them or not and they were all
calling him at home all of the time. If
someone had a question, he knew the
answer or worked until he found one.
I THINK that the actions of the
Steering Committee shows that their
biases and prejudices are standing in
the way of serving the students. This is
what they were elected for and if they
are not going to do this they should be
impeached or made to resign.
When someone who is as sincere as
Randy is, and who understands the
workings of the Student Government
as well as he does Is turned down for
reason, it's time for a change in
leadership.
My opinion is that the present SBO
officers are afraid that Randy knows
more than they do and be would show
them up.
SOMETHING HAS to be done now!
It's sad when Randy wants to serve in
this position, and has more ability to
serve in this position than anyone else
and yet, because of politics, and
prejudice, he is not allowed to serve as
Coordinator of Involvement. It's up to
us, the students, to do something about
this situation.
Frank Alan Copeland
Lee Murphy
211 Sigma Chi

claim cover
On Saturday. April 27, I was making
a long-distance phone call from the
telephone outside the Buckeye Room in
the Union.
AS IS CUSTOMARY in Bowling
Green, it was raining-so to prevent my
getting wet, my umbrella accompanied
me!
Much to my misfortune, when I
returned a short time later to retrieve
it, it had disappeared. Evidently it had
walked away with its new adopted
parent.
What bothers me is the fact that I
still have its cover-which obviously
does me no good. After waiting a week
I have replaced It with its fraternal
twin which is green.
If you would care to have the cover,
please come to 520 Lowry and pick it
up! And while you're here, perhaps
you'd like to swap umbrellas with me
as I was fondly attached to the navy
one.
REALLY. I don't care if you keep it
because after all, what would I do with
two umbrellas? (My roommate's
umbrella doesn't work, but that's OK.
It's quite a challenge to see who can
stay the driest when forced to share.)
As we all know, in BG "when it rains
It pours!"
Cathy Yost
520 Lowry

DEAN IS TO play on Ervin s sense of
being "a great part" of history, by
reminding Ervin of the Hiss case That
is, while Kleindienst is playing a
victorious Truman. Ervin is to think of
himself as a new Nixon overcoming
this Truman.
On page 349, Nixon uses Chambers'
fate again, but this time as a
cautionary tale to deter Jeb Magruder
from becoming an informer.
What weird recurrent applications
he makes of that case. At one time it
shows that one must make one's own
rules in an investigation. Later it
shows that no rules should bind the
executive. Later it shows that many
rules should bind Congress
AT TIMES IT argues against
informers, and another time it shows
that history can go to an investigator's
head
Hiss and Nixon have been linked
together by a chain of enmity, teetertottering, as one's fate sinks, the
other's rises.
Nixon climbed to the vice presidency
after Hiss went to jail, yet Hiss was on
TV to pronounce a judgment over
Nixon as he came apart in 1962
And now Hiss tours the campuses,
vindicated in many people's eyes,
getting the last laugh, though be is too
well-bred to mock.
I REMAIN unconvinced that the
courts that tried the Hiss case and
reviewed it were in error. I regret the
"revisionist" aim to use Watergate as
a way of settling old scores like that.
But I was interested in the Hiss
reaction to all these odd uses of his
case in the new transcripts, and so I
read them to Mr Hiss for his
comment.
(Surprisingly few
journalists have sought him out for this
so far.)
On certain things he had a field day,
such as the inane boast that Nixon did
not use leaks, showmanship, or rumor
in the Hiss investigation.
Both Nixon and Chambers boasted of
the artful way they used these in their
respective books. Hiss, gracious and
articulate as ever, had his own
hobbyhorse to ride.
WHEN NIXON boasts to Dean that
the FBI found the Hiss typewriter-a
claim be had made in "Six Crises" and
then withdrawn-Hiss tried to find
evidence here for the "forged
typewriter" theory that Herbert
Packer has resoundingly confuted.
(Besides. Hiss admits Nixon was
telling self-serving lies in the same
passage of the transcript. Why would
he indulge in a self-wounding truth?)
But an odd thing struck me as I
talked to Hiss, so courteous in his
equanimity, so little envenomed by the
tragedy of history (as Chambers called
it) that engulfed him once.
He seems, after defeat, a much less
damaged person than the man who won
that early victory.
Nixon, twisting and nursing his tale,
putting it to all kinds of dark uses, has
wounded himself with his very
accomplishment as he did with his
landslide election in 1972.
A HISS MAY lose to Nixon, as
McGovem did. But somehow Nixon
will contrive to make himself less for
this political victory, and turn it to
personal loss.
Copyright, 1974. Uatversal Prats
Syndicate

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.
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Petitions ask Faculty Senate
to rescind new honors ruling

Frisbee fun

"ll't all in th* wrist," iom« frnb«» majors toy about lhair iniricat. art. Chris
Dunlap, Univ«r»iiy alumna, triot la catch an to th* gam* and th* frith**.
I N.w.photo by Carl Said)

The Student Government
Association (SGA) began
circulating petitions yesterday asking Faculty
Senate to rescind its action
on awarding academic
honors
Officers and volunteers
were able to collect about
800 signatures in less than 24
hours.
The petition reads "We.
the undersigned, do hereby
petition the Faculty Senate
to rescind their action
changing the requirements
to receive honors at
commencement."
Faculty Senate earlier
this year approved a
formula for computing
honors based on 170 lettercredit hours. The formula
requires students who take
more than 13 hours S I' to
have higher averages than
those specified in the University's catalogue to
qualify for honors.
Senate also agreed to
raise the requirement for
magna cum laude honors
from 3.7 to 3.75.

RICK MORROW, junior
(Ed.) and coordinator of
academic affairs, said he
plans to submit the petition
to the next Senate Executive
Committee meeting. He said
he hopes to have the honors
issue appear on the agenda
for the next Faculty Senate
meeting so a motion can be
made to rescind the current
policy and start new action.
Morrow said Faculty
Senate should explore the
"true problem" behind
grade inflation instead of
treating the symptom of
increased honors
He suggested the senate

Faculty Senate election
Faculty Senate yesterday
held an election of officers
and committee members
and passed five recom
mediations to the Faculty
Senate Charter.
Elected as Vice Chairman

and Chairman-elect was Dr
Ramona Cormier, professor
of philosophy. Dr. J Robert
Bashore Ji was re-elected
as Secretary
Elected

to

the Senate

A&S college changes proposed
Recommendations lor change in the group requirements
for the College of Arts and Sciences are being distributed to
departmental councils for considerations. Dr Stuart
Givens. chairman of the Arts and Sciences Council, said
Specific proposals are not being made public at this time,
however.
The recommendations are a result of two quarters of
study by an ad hoc committee appointed by the Arts and
Sciences Council In making the proposals for change, the
committee considered suggestions from (acuity members
who responded to a survey during the fall
After consideration by the council, which added to the
committee's proposals, each departmental council will
consider the options.
A vote from th? entire faculty on specific proposals is
expected by the end of spring quarter according to Dr.
Givens.

Executive Committee were
Dr David Roller, associate
professor of history and Dr
John T. Greene, associate
professor of psychology. Dr.
Harry Gyman, professor of
sociology, and Dr. Tom
Kinney, professor of
English, were elected to the
Committee on Academic
Policies.
Elected to the Committee
on Faculty Personnel and
Conciliation were Dr. Janis
Pallister. professor of Romance languages: Dr.
Adelia Peters, assistant professor of foundations and inquiry; Dr. Paul Haas, associate professor of economics; Dr. William Rock,
professor of history, and
Marjorie Wright, assistant
professor of art.
Dr. Joseph Buford. professor of geography, and Dr
Ron Stoner. associate pro-

fessor of physics, were
elected to the Committee on
Amendments and By Laws
Elected to the Faculty Welfare Committee were Dr
Genevievc Slang, associate
professor of foundations and
inquiry, and Dr Diane Pretzer, associate professor of
Romance languages
Elected as representatives to Ohio Faculty
Senate was Dr Rena Foy.
professor of foundations and
inquiry
The approved sections ol
the Faculty Senate Charter,
recommended by the Committee on University Gover
nance and Reorganization
(COUGAR), dealt with
Faculty Senate procedure.

Provost Kenneth W.
Kothe. representing President Hollis A. Moore Jr.,
recommended that the
Senate postpone implementing the change in the
formula for determining
graduation honors until
December 1974 commencement.
Doug Bugie. senior A&s
and Student Government
Association president, told
the Senate he has received
complaints from students
concerning the formula
change, which raises the
requirement for graduating
magna cum laude from a
3 70 to 3.75

ROOM'UNION

We are proud of you, Xi LOVE,
YOUR SISTERS

newsnotes
Abortion
COLUMBUS iAPI - State Auditor
Joseph T. Ferguson remains steadfast in
his refusal to approve payments for
abortions performed on welfare
patients.
Hundreds of vouchers-reportedly
totaling more than $100.000-have been
held up in Ferguson's office. The
peppery 81-year-old auditor, a devout
Catholic, said he will carry his fight to
the U.S. Supreme Court if he is
challenged in court.
The veteran state official claims
abortions are murder and that the state
will not be ' Subsidizing crime" if he can
help it
Ohio's Department of Public Welfare
began paying for welfare patient
abortions last August after a U.S.
Supreme Court decision wiped out the
state's anti-abortion law
Welfare officials estimate the state
paid out about f 1 million for abortions at
about $150 each before the auditor cut
off payments.

Reactor
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency (EPAl says
the Atomic Energy Commission lAECI
has not done enough homework to justify

development of the fast-breeder nuclear
reactor as the power plant of the future
The EPA released Monday a critique
of the AEC s 2.200-page draft
environmental impact study on the
proposed
development
and
implementation of the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor iLMFBR I
Despite its bulk, the AEC study does
not adequately detail the potential
environmental impact associated with
this proposed federal program,'' the
environmental agency said, adding
"The draft statement is primarily
deficient in its treatment of reactor
safety, in potential problems associated
with plutonium toxicity and safety, and
the cost-benefit analysis."

News strike
NEW YORK (API - The Daily News
the nation's largest circulation daily
newspaper, began publishing without its
union printers yesterday after ejecting
them from the plant in a showdown over
automation.
The first copies of an edition from
which 32 pages of advertising were cut
rolled off the presses at 5 a m.. some 9' i
hours late
On an average day the tabloid prints
2.1 million copies. Yesterday's oneedition run was "only a few hundred
thousand." said Managing Editor
Michael O'Neill
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Model Open...Noon till 5 P.M.

A five-speed Schwinn bicycle owned by Robin Sipple.
freshman (AAS). was reportedly taken Monday from the
MacDonald West area, according to Campus Safety. The
bike was valued at $125
Also, two snack machines, one in Kreischer-Ashley and
one in Kreischer-Compton. and a cigarette machine in
Ashley, were broken into and about 1100 was reportedly
taken
A resident of Kreischer-Darrow has been suspended for
two quarters by the dean of students for alleged possession
of marijuana. A Campus Safety spokesman said the alleged
contraband has been recovered

UAO

CONNIE FARRAN 1st RUNNER-UP
TO MISS BGSU

■ Commuter Center and SGA
offices. The officers also
will visit residence halls and
other buildings to circulate
copies.

Theft, vandalism reports
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CONGRATULATIONS
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examine the grade situation
In each University
department.
SGA will have petitions
available today in the Union,
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BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S
NEXT TO STERLING

OPENINGS FOR SUMMER & FALL
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS. IN THE FALL
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 min. walk to campus
5 min. walk to downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas. parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas
Friendly Helpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M.
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campus awareness

eDITORiaLS
army cover-up
in calley case
This past weekend, President Nixon declined the chance to further*
reduce the sentence of ex-Army Lt. William L. Calley Jr. and rightly so.
In six months. Calley will be eligible for parole and it's probably a safe
bet he'll be banded his freedom after the case is reviewed by a parole
board.
In August 1971 Galley's sentence first was reduced from life imprisonment to 20 years. On April 16 it was reduced to 10 years by Secretary of
the Army Howard H. Callaway.
The President could have shaved years off Calley's sentence but
declined-perhaps a sign that wearing a uniform is no excuse for murder.
Calley was dishonorably discharged by Callaway at the same time
Nixon refused to take further action.
It seems the Army is trying to appease Calley, who served as its patsy
during the My Lai massacre.
Federal Judge J. Robert Elliot said Monday he would allow Calley to
remain free on $1,000 bond. Would the government allow a convicted
mass murderer like Charles Manson to walk the streets for a mere $1,000
bond?
The Army seems to have done a fine job of protecting the higher-ups
who were responsible for My Lai.
Callaway once said: "Lt. Calley may have sincerely believed that he
was acting in accordance with the orders he had received.''
Who was responsible for the orders'1 Why hasn't he been brought to
trial and made to pay for the crime?
The country is trying to forget a painful war, and this may make it
possible for war crimes to go unpunished.
It took nearly four years for the wheels of justice to turn for the Kent
killings, and it's taken six years since My Lai.
Better late than never.

By Terry Bradford
1*78 Vanity Square Eatt
Gacat Stodeat Columnist
As of the last few years, the direction
our country seems to have taken ii a
steady downward plunge, partial credit
going to Mr. Nixon's Administration.
The moral, economic and political
consequences of Watergate and other
scandals of the Nixon Administration
are being felt by every American
citiien.
ALSO, IT HAS been the
misconception of the President that all
that is really necessary to being a
qualified President is bridging foreign
problems and improving foreign
relations i which, by the way, were
eroded in the fifties by Nixon and
followers of his idealogy: the cold
war' I,
It should be told to Mr Nixon that
that is not what's needed of a president
and instead of having a shady
character whose only productive
efforts seem to go overseas, that what
America needs is a man who is
responsive to the needs of the common
man here at home
Here at BGSU, which in being a
college is supposed to bring out the
highest academic and intellectual
aspects of a student, we find general
apathy and disconcern for the
country's wounds
Push-cart racing, streaking. Softball
and sun-bathing dominate students'

energy, which are fine In times of less
need or perhaps in earlier childhood.

liberties we now enjoy and launch an
era of "Nixonianfacism".

BUT STUDENTS energetic
endeavors could and would be more
constructive to themselves and our
country if put into form of social
consciousness.
If the tearing down and corrupting of
American justice is allowed to go
unchecked and Nixon and his cronies
get off scott-free, we students will
suffer the most, for it is our future
which is being put in jeopardy.
'Further erosion of our government
and the use of government power to
spy on the American populous, as
Nixon has advocated with his
plumber's unit, would bring an end to

A STUDENT CAN contribute to the
movement for justice by calling or
writing his congressman or senator.
A phone call to Rep. Delbert Latta of
Bowling Green. 353-8871. would be
extra helpful for he is a reluctant
member of the House Judiciary
Committee.
If this was to have happened in the
late sixties, I'm sure students would be
leaders in the parade of public dissent
against Nixon, as they should be.
WE, AS college students, are
supposedly the cream of the crop in
America. Our image has already been

It is sometimes said that Richard
Nixon's critics dwell obsessively on his
past, on events of 10, 20 or even 30
years ago-e.g . his California races
against Helen Douglas or Jerry
Voorhis.
BUT THE transcripts of the White
House tapes released by the President
show that he returns again and again to
an event that took place a quartercentury back in time--the
Congressional investigation of Alger
Hiss
The Hiss case keeps popping up in
President Nixon's conversation, in the
most unlikely contexts, in ways that
seem self-contradicting, in a mode that
would have puzzled less obsequious
auditors than a Dean or an
Besides, we already knew from Egil
Krogh's statement at his sentencing
that Nixon had urged on him the study
of the Hiss chapter in "Six Crises."
Nixon's point, then, seemed to be
that Krogh should show the bulldog
determination by which Nixon battered
down President Truman's resistance
to Congress in the forties.
HE MEANT this to be an inspiration
to Mr Krogh in his pursuit of Daniel
Ellsberg.
It is odd, therefore, that on page 78 of
the partfal transcript now released.
Nixon says he had also instructed
Richard Kleindienst to read that
chapter, to show how a committee can
be blocked from all access to the
executive branch.

With one hand he blesses Krogh's
illegal activity against Ellsberg. and
with the. other he offers up his former
enemy Truman as a model for the
Attorney General in blocking all legal
inquiry by a Senate committee.
THINGS GET even more puzzling by
page 96, where Nixon wonders if an
FBI informer on President Johnson
can be used by his Administration-he
claims that Whittaker Chambers was
destroyed when he informed on Hiss.
Yet. through all these mental
wanderings, he hopes that the FBI man
in question (William Sullivan I will
become just such an informer.
By page 106, he is urging Dean to
urge Kleindienst to urge Baker to hold
the Ervln committee to the rules of
evidence, as if a committee were a
court-and he claims "that is the way
Nixon ran the Hiss case" (a gross
distortion of history).
On page 306. he tells Dean to get
Senator Ervin and flatter him into
acquiescence with rules imposed by
the White House

LeTTers
wage
1 would like to take a moment to
thank our President. Hichard M.
Nixon, and all our neat-o senators and
swell congressmen for passing the first
raise of the minimum wage in several
years.
JEEPERS. it was oh so nice of them.
I ugure that with the five cent raise
we cafeteria workers are receiving, in
a week's time i9 hrs. i I will earn 45
cents more than I used to.
At last I can bridge the inflationary
gap, fill my gas tank and afford a
movie on dollar night instead of crying
through a re-run of "The Waltons"
I'D LOVE to use that raise money to
write and thank each government
official responsible for those nickels.

■me BG news
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but stamps are 10 cents now. Thanks
for the big WEO fellows!
Jim Walters
127 Troupe Ave.

medical
excuses
Either the University must change
its policy about medical excuses or the
Health Center must start admitting
many more persons who seek
treatment there
I WENT to the center Monday. April
29. for relief from congestion that had
plagued me for two weeks and kept me
in bed April 26-28 with fever and sheer
exhaustion The doctor had tests run
for mono and strep throat.
Even though there was a 24-hour
wait on the results of the throat culture
I was not given an excuse from classes.
The doctor reminded me he wasn't
supposed to give me an excuse unless
he admitted me to the center. He also
said he thought I'd get well just as fast
by going to classes as I would by
staying home.
THAT MAY have been true, but how
many people would I have to cough at
or sneeze on before I got better? And
what about the fact that I was feeling
so tired?
For the information of those who set
medical excuse policies, some
professors get quite upset if you zonk
out in the middle of their lectures.
I am sure many other students have
felt they deserved medical excuses
from the Health Center and were
unable to get them.
And now I'm not so sure that a
number of those students were just
looking for an easy way to cut classes,
postpone tests or avoid submitting
papers
IF THE Health Center staff decides
not to admit a student that's its
privilege. But likewise the staff must
try to view the situation from the

students' position.
If the student is too physically ill to
be held accountable for class work for
a couple days he should be allowed to
recuperate in his room in peace. The
University's medical excuse policy
should not get in his way.
Why can't the Health Center
physician excuse a student for a day or
two even if the student isn't admitted
to the center?
IT SHOULDN'T be too hard for a
doctor to decide if a student should or
should not be allowed off a day or two
to recover from a condition that could
worsen or spread to others if not cared
for properly.
Rose Hume
505 dough St.
Apt C29

it is written
God teaches us In the Our Father, as
contained in Luke 11:1, to do the will of
God on earth as it is in Heaven.
TOBIAS 4:6 tells us never to consent
to sin.
The advancement of evil and sin by
the likes of Jane Fonda, Tom Hayden.
etc. is not the equivalent or the same
as following God's son, Jesus Christ:
nor are Fonda's fallacies peace.
Douglas R. Keith
4297 Main St.
Perry. Ohio 44081

hathaway
defended
It has come to my attention that the
Student Government Association is not
operating fairly. They are playing
politics when they should be
concentrating on what is best for the
students.
They rejected* the nomination of

We students need not worry about
what the average American thinks but
does. If we students don't lead the way
in the restructuring of American
Society, who else is there to do it? The
average citizen who put Nixon in office
in the first place?
Political awareness should not be
mistaken as a fad of the sixties but an
institution and way of life in our
society.
WE OWE IT to ourselves.

the hiss principle

Khi licliin.in

minimum

blurred to the average American and
be thinks of us as dope-filled streakers
who tear down society instead of
improve it.

Randy Hathaway for the position of
Coordinator of Involvement, after a
screening committee reviewed all
applicants for the position and overwhelmingly selected him as the best
qualified person for the job.
I FEEL that the reason that they did
this was because he ran on another
ticket for election to Steering
Committee and was not elected.
Randy is one of our fraternity
brothers and when he was on Steering
Committee we saw the number of
hours he spent at the SBO office
working for the students.
He was up there every free hour that
he had and even would go up and work
at night after the other officers had
gone home.
He tried to help all students who
came to him with problems whether he
knew them or not and they were all
calling him at home all of the time. If
someone had a question, he knew the
answer or worked until he found one.
I THINK that the actions of the
Steering Committee shows that their
biases and prejudices are standing in
the way of serving the students. This is
what they were elected for and If they
are not going to do this they should be
Impeached or made to resign.
When someone who is as sincere as
Randy is, and who understands the
workings of the Student Government
as well as he does Is turned down for
reason, it's time for a change in
leadership.
My opinion is that the present SBO
officers are afraid that Randy knows
more than they do and he would show
them up.
SOMETHING HAS to be dune now!
It's sad when Randy wants to serve In
this position, and has more ability to
serve In this position than anyone else
and yet, because of politics, and
prejudice, he is not allowed to serve as
Coordinator of Involvement. It's up to
us, the students, to do something about
this situation.
Frank Alan Copeland
Lee Murphy
211 Sigma Chi

claim cover
On Saturday, April 27,1 was making
a long-distance phone call from the
telephone outside the Buckeye Room in
the Union.
AS IS CUSTOMARY in Bowling
Green, it was raining-so to prevent my
getting wet, my umbrella accompanied
me!
Much to my misfortune, when I
returned a short time later to retrieve
it, it had disappeared. Evidently it had
walked away with its new adopted
parent.
What bothers me is the fact that I
still have Its cover-which obviously
does me no good. After waiting a week
I have replaced it with its fraternal
twin which is green.
If you would care to have the cover,
please come to 520 Lowry and pick it
up! And while you're here, perhaps
you'd like to swap umbrellas with me
as I was fondly attached to the navy
one.
REALLY, I don't care if you keep it
because after all, what would I do with
two umbrellas? (My roommate's
umbrella doesn't work, but that's OK.
It's quite a challenge to see who can
stay the driest when forced to share.)
As we all know, in BG "when it rains
it pours!"
Cathy Yost
590 Lowry

DEAN IS TO play on Ervin s sense of
being "a great part" of history, by
reminding Ervin of the Hiss case That
is, while Kleindienst is playing a
victorious Truman, Ervin is to think of
himself as a new Nixon overcoming
this Truman.
On page 349, Nixon uses Chambers'
fate again, but this time as a
cautionary tale to deter Jeb Magruder
from becoming an informer.
What weird recurrent applications
he makes of that case. At one time it
shows that one must make one's own
rules in an investigation. Later it
shows that no rules should bind the
executive. Later It shows that many
rules should bind Congress.
AT TIMES IT argues against
informers, and another time it shows
that history can go to an investigator's
head.
Hiss and Nixon have been linked
together by a chain of enmity, teetertottering, as one's fate sinks, the
other's rises.
Nixon climbed to the vice presidency
after Hiss went to jail, yet Hiss was on
TV to pronounce a judgment over
Nixon as he came apart in 1962.
And now Hiss tours the campuses,
vindicated in many people's eyes,
getting the last laugh, though he is too
well-bred to mock.
I REMAIN unconvinced that the
courts that tried the Hiss case and
reviewed it were in error. I regret the
"revisionist" aim to use Watergate as
a way of settling old scores like that.
But I was interested in the Hiss
reaction to all these odd uses of his
case in the new transcripts, and so I
read them to Mr. Hiss for his
comment.
(Surprisingly few
journalists have sought him out for this
so far.)
On certain things he had a field day,
such as the inane boast that Nixon did
not use leaks, showmanship, or rumor
in the Hiss investigation.
Both Nixon and Chambers boasted of
the artful way they used these in their
respective books Hiss, gracious and
articulate as ever, had his own
hobbyhorse to ride.
WHEN NIXON boasts to Dean that
the FBI found the Hiss typewriter-a
claim he had made in "Six Crises" and
then withdrawn-Hiss tried to find
evidence here for the "forged
typewriter" theory that Herbert
Packer has resoundingly confuted.
(Besides. Hiss admits Nixon was
telling self-serving lies in the same
passage of the transcript. Why would
he indulge in a self-wounding truth?)
But an odd thing struck me as I
talked to Hiss, so courteous in bis
equanimity, so little envenomed by the
tragedy of history (as Chambers called
It) that engulfed him once.
He seems, after defeat, a much less
damaged person than the man who won
that early victory.
Nixon, twisting and nursing his tale,
putting it to all kinds of dark uses, has
wounded himself with his very
accomplishment -as he did with his
landslide election in 1972.
A HISS MAY lose to Nixon, as
McGovern did. But somehow Nixon
will contrive to make himself less for
this political victory, and turn it to
personal loss.
Copyright, 1974. Universal Frew
Syndicate

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and prcper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.
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Petitions ask Faculty Senate
to rescind new honors ruling

Frisbee fun

"It's all in th* wrist," torn* Matt majors toy about th*ir intricate art. Chris
Ounlap, University alumna, trios to catch an to th* gam* and th* frisb**.
(N*wsprMtebyCarlS*id)

The Student Government
Association (SGA) began
circulating petitions yesterday asking Faculty
Senate to rescind its action
on awarding academic
honors.
Officers and volunteers
were able to collect about
800 signatures in less than 24
hours.
The petition reads "We.
the undersigned, do hereby
petition the Faculty Senate
to rescind their action
changing the requirements
to receive honors at
commencement "
Faculty Senate earlier
this year approved a
formula for computing
honors based on 170 lettercredit hours. The formula
requires students who take
more than IS hours S U to
have higher averages than
those specified in the University's catalogue to
qualify for honors.
Senate also agreed to
raise the requirement for
niagna cum laude honors
from 3.7 to 3.75.

and I'hairman-elecl was Dr
Ramona Cormier, prolessor
of philosophy. Dr J Robert
Bashore Ji was re-elected
as Secretary
Elected

to

the Senate

A&S college changes proposed
Recommendations lor change in the group requirements
for the College of Arts and Sciences are being distributed to
departmental councils for considerations. Dr Stuart
Givens. chairman of the Arts and Sciences Council, said.
Specific proposals are not being made public at this time,
however
The recommendations are a result oi two quarters of
study by an ad hoc committee appointed by the Arts and
Sciences Council In making the proposals lor change, the
committee considered suggestions from faculty members
who responded to a survey during the fall
After consideration by the council, which added to the
committees proposals, each departmental council will
consider the options.
A vote from the entire faculty on specific proposals is
expected by the end of spring quartet according to Dr,
Givens,

Executive Committee were
Dr David Roller, associate
professor of history and Dr
John T Greene, associate
professor of psychology. Dr
Harry Gyman, professor of
sociology, and Dr. Tom
Kinney. professor of
English, were elected to the
Committee on Academic
Policies.
Elected to the Committee
on Faculty Personnel and
Conciliation were Dr. Janis
Pallister. professor of Romance languages: Dr.
Adelia Peters, assistant professor of foundations and inquiry; Dr. Paul Haas, associate professor of economics; Dr. William Rock,
professor of history, and
Marjorie Wright, assistant
professor of art.
Dr Joseph Buford. professor of geography, and Dr
Ron Stoner. associate pro-

lessor of physics, were
elected to the Committee on
Amendments and By Laws
Elected to the Faculty Wei
fare Committee were Dr
Genevieve Slang, associate
professor of foundations and
inquiry, and Dr Diane Pretzer. associate professor of
Romance languages.
Elected as r c p r e sentatives to Ohio Faculty
Senate was Dr Rena Foy.
professor of foundations and
inquiry.
The approved sections ol
the Faculty Senate Charter,
recommended by the Com
mittee on University Gover
nance and Reorganization
(COUGAR), dealt with
Faculty Senate procedure.

Theft, vandalism reports
A five-speed Schwinn bicycle owned by Robin Sipple
freshman 1A&S1, was reportedly taken Monday from the
MacDonald West area, according to Campus Safety. The
bike was valued at (125.
Also, two snack machines, one in Kreischer-Ashley and
one in Kreischer-Compton. and a cigarette machine in
Ashley, were broken into and about $100 was reportedly
taken.
A resident of Kreischer-Darrow has been suspended for
two quarters by the dean of students for alleged possession
of marijuana. A Campus Safety spokesman said the alleged
contraband has been recovered

Abortion
COLUMBUS (API
State Auditor
Joseph T. Ferguson remains steadfast in
his refusal to approve payments for
abortions performed on welfare
patients.
Hundreds of vouchers-reportedly
totaling more than f 100,000-have been
held up in Ferguson's office. The
peppery 81-year-old auditor, a devout
Catholic, said he will carry his fight to
the U.S. Supreme Court if he is
challenged in court.
The veteran state official claims
abortions are murder and that the state
will not be "subsidizing crime" if he can
help it
Ohio's Department of Public Welfare
began paying for welfare patient
abortions last August after a U.S.
Supreme Court decision wiped out the
state's anti-abortion law.
Welfare officials estimate the state
paid out about $1 million for abortions at
about 1150 each before the auditor cut
off payments.

Provost Kenneth W.
Hothe. representing President Hoi I is A. Moore Jr.,
recommended that the
Senate postpone implementing the change in the
formula for determining
graduation honors until
December 1974 commencement
Doug Bugie. senior (A&S)
and Student Government
Association president, told
the Senate he has received
complaints from students
concerning the formula
change, which raises the
requirement for graduating
magna cum laude from a
370 to 3.75
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Reactor
WASHINGTON (API - The Environmental Protection Agency (EPAl says
the Atomic Energy Commission lAEC)
has not done enough homework to justify

union cwpNder
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NEW YORK .API - The Daily News
the nation's largest circulation daily
newspaper, began publishing without its
union printers yesterday after ejecting
them from the plant in a showdown over
automation.
The first copies of an edition from
which 32 pages of advertising were cut
rolled off the presses at 5 am., some 9'i
hours late
On an average day the tabloid prints
2.1 million copies. Yesterday's oneedition run was "only a few hundred
thousand." said Managing Editor
Michael O'Neill.
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OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS. IN THE FALL
♦ SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 min. walk to campus
5 min. walk to downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas
Friendly Helpful Landlords
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CARDINAL.

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M.

EVENINGS
352-7365
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BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S
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CAMPUS MANOR
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FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
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development of the fast-breeder nuclear
reactor as the power plant of the future.
The EPA released Monday a critique
of the AEC's 2.200-page draft
environmental impact study on the
proposed
development
and
implementation of the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR).
Despite its bulk, the AEC study does
not adequately detail the potential
environmental impact associated with
this proposed federal program." the
environmental agency said, adding:
"The draft statement is primarily
deficient in its treatment of reactor
safety, in potential problems associated
with plutonium toxicity and safety, and
the cost-benefit analysis "

WWM

ROOM-UNION

CONNIE FARRAN 1st RUNNER-UP
TO MISS BGSU

Model Open...Noon till 5 P.M.

. Commuter Center and SGA
offices. The officers also
will visit residence balls and
other buildings to circulate
copies.

newsnotes

Faculty Senate election
Faculty Senate yesterday
held an election of officers
and committee members
and passed five recom
mendations to the Facultv
Senate Charter
Elected as Vice Chairman

examine the grade situation
in each University
department.
SGA will have petitions
available today in the Union,

RICK MORROW, junior
(Ed.) and coordinator of
academic affairs, said he
plans to submit the petition
to the next Senate Executive
Committee meeting. He said
he hopes to have the honors
issue appear on the agenda
for the next Faculty Senate
meeting so a motion can be
made to rescind the current
policy and start new action
Morrow said Faculty
Senate should explore the
"true problem" behind
grade inflation instead of
treating the symptom of
increased honors
He suggested the senate

ROOK
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Brandt resigns;
Schmidt elected
BONN, Germany (AP) - Helmut Schmidt, a tough finance
minister rated as a firm friend of the United States, won his
party's nomination yesterday to succeed West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt.
Brandt, who won a Nobel Peace Prise for improving
relations between West Germany and Communist Eastern
Europe, resigned early yesterday over an espionage
scandal.

WE'VE ALWAYS HAD LOW

Great Scot

SPECTACULAR SAVING

FRIfNDlY FOOD STORES

GREAT SCOT

BREAD

While Bonn buzzed with rumor over possible underlying
causes for Brandt's decision to accept personal
responsibility for a close aide's role as a Communist East
German spy, the 55-year-old Schmidt's nomination was
approved in an emotional session of the Social Democratic
party's parliamentary caucus.
This is not the time to yammer," Brandt told weeping
legislators in his first public appearance since his
resignation was announced soon after midnight Monday.

20
OZ.
LOAF

"I AM certain that our state will have a federal
government that is firmly on the track in 14 days," Schmidt
said before breaking off a Hamburg visit to return to Bonn
soon after his nomination.
The 60-year-old Brandt, whose policies of East-West
rapprochement bolstered his country's world status and won
him the 1971 Nobel prize, fell in a political storm raised by
the discovery of a Communist East German spy on his
personal staff.
Brandt had been chancellor for ft* years and made
normalization with the rival German government in East
Berlin one of the chief objectives of his Ostpolitik. He had
survived a parliamentary crisis sparked by his East-West
detente policies two years ago and went on to win a special
general election by landslide proportions
But as his Ostpolitik slowed in the face of East German
resistance and as inflation at home eroded his popularity.
Brandt showed increasing irritability. Observers at home
and abroad reported he seemed weary of his office.

7 DAY
BONUS

LARGE
?1

CNILLT TRIMS
VELVET

CHILLY
POPS

MORTON

1817

ICECREAM

THE FINAL straw appeared to be when Guenter
Guillaume. 47, a pudgy-faced political affairs aide in the
federal chancellery, was arrested as an East German spy on
April 24.
Although other members of his government, chiefly Horst
Ehmke. came under much harsher opposition attack.
Brandt took upon himself "political responsibility for
negligence in connection with the espionage affair
Guillaume.'' as his letter of resignation expressed it shortly
after midnight Monday night
Ehmke, formerly chancellery chief and now postal
minister, hired Guillaume in 1970. A special report released
by the government yesterday in the wake of Brandt's sudden
resignation showed that Guillaume received security
clearance despite suspicions that he had been a Communist
agent even before his 1956 defection" from East to West
Germany.
Ehmke reportedly twice offered to submit his resignation,
but Brandt refused to bow to opposition attempts to make
the postal minister the scapegoat.
THE FULL BRANDT Cabinet formally submitted its
resignation to West German President Gustav Heinemann
yesterday afternoon Heinemann. who appointed Vice
Chancellor and Foreign Minister Walter Scheel to head a
caretaker government, asked the ministers to remain in
their posts until a new chancellor is elected on May 16.
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Scott criticizes
tape transcripts

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES...PLUS

SEVEN DAY BONUS BUYS LIKE THESE! IS
STOP IN & SEE JUST HOW MUCH MONEY YOU CAN SAVE

IGTON (AP> • In a significant shift from his past
President Nixon. Senate Republican leader Hugh
Scott said yesterday transcripts of key Watergate
conversations reveal "a shabby, disgusting, immoral performance" by all involved.
Scott declined to criticise Nixon directly but made plain,
in talking to reporters and In a floor speech, "1 am not going
to uke any position supporting any action which involved
any form of immorality or criminality as the transcripts
indicate."
The House GOP Leader, Rep. John J. Rhodes of Arizona
said at a news conference 1 won tquarrel with his (Scott's)
description." Rhodes also said Republicans he had talked to
around Congress have expressed similar sentiments.
He said he had not seen anything in the transcripts
"definitely impeachable" but felt portions of them did raise
some serious questions
"THERE ARE areas that might possibly be brought up as
impeachable offenses, having to do with obstruction of
justice." Rhodes said
He said there were conversations between the President
and three White House aides. John D. Ehrlichman. H. R.
Haldeman and John W. Dean III. "which Indicated to me
some rather high level plans were being made as to what
this person would say and what that person would do."
Rhodes added that he still felt there were not sufficient
votes in the House at this time to impeach Nixon. And he
said he still thought the public release of the transcripts had
helped Nixon.
Sen. John G Tower of Texas, chairman of the Senate
Republican Policy Committee, told reporters his reading of
a portion o( the transcripts left unchanged his opinion that
nothing warrants the President's being charged with an
indictable offense."
TOWER SAID the transcripts show there is a lot of
cynicism in the White House, that the President did delegate
away a lot of authority, inordinately, and that he was not
fully aware of all (hat was going on "
In Nashville. Tenn., Gov. Winfield Dunn, chairman of the
Republican Governors Conference, said the transcripts
"gave me no reason at all for a happy reaction."
Dunn, speaking at a news conference, urged that Nixon
release all Watergate tape recordings. He also said that the
transcripts show no "indication that the President has
violated the law They're going to have to show me some
more "
At the White House. Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L
Warren declined to comment specifically on Scott's
statements Warren said, however. "I don't feel it's fair to
judge the President on 33 hours of conversation dealing with
this very difficult subject. We feel he will be judged on the
foreign and domestic achievements of this administration."
SCOTT, OF Pennsylvania, based his comments on a
reading of some 800 pages of the 1.308-page series of edited
transcripts of key Watergate conversations released by
Nixon last week
Just last Friday. Scott issued a statement declaring that
the White House transcripts of key meetings last March 21
between President Nixon and former Counsel Dean were
"consistent" with his statements last January declaring
that material he had seen would be "exculpatory" of the
President.
He also disclosed that the partial transcripts and
summaries he had seen last December were incomplete as
far as the first Nixon-Dean meeting March 21 and did not
contain anv of their second meeting.
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MEP meeting
set for Monday

Experts restore
stolen pointing
LONDON (AP) - Art
experts began restoring the
14 6 million Vermeer
painting "The Guitar
Player" yesterday aiter
recovtring the stolen
masterpiece from a London
graveyard.
Scotland Yard detectives,
acting on an anonymous
telephone tip. found the
painting wrapped in
newspaper and propped
against a headstone in St.
Balholomew's churchyard
near London's financial district Authorities theorized
that thieves who stole it
from Kenwood House.
London's
municipal
museum, on Feb. 23 had
dumped il there.
It was "in quite good
condition." Scotland Yard
said. Damp patches on the
painting appeared to be the
only damage.
The painting, one of only
30 still in existence by 17th
century Dutch master Jan
Vermeer. was found just
two days after Irish police
recovered It old masters.
Including another Vermeer.
which were stolen from a
mansion outside Dublin

London and Irish art thefts
are the work of the same
organisation, although there
were similar ransom
demands

On* PW 333 .tud.nt
ploy* bad with a Uni

The IRA, a Roman
Catholic-dominated
guerrilla movement, is battling
to oust the British from
Northern Ireland to unite il
with the neighboring Irish
republic.

vanity nvrsary school
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Physical
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Education
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About 300 tickets will be
available today at the Union
Ticket Office for the James
Taylor concert.
Taylor's wife Carly Simon
will be at tomorrow night's
concert. While il is possible
that she will join him In a
few numbers, she said "we
didn't start our careers as a
team and we don't want to
be the Ozzie and Harriet of
Rock "
Tickets for the 8 p.m
concert also will be available . at Finder's Record
shop Tickets are S5 today
and M tomorrow

Indian
Jewelry

Dance show
The University Performing Dancers will
present "The Body Alive," a
dance experience highlighting the intricacies and
beauty of isolated movements. Friday and Saturday
night in the Forum. Student
Services Building.

may join Taylor

POLICE SAID they do not
necessarily believe the

Tickets for the 9 p.m performance will be sold at the
door beginning at 8:15 each
night Admission price is 25
cents for students and II for
adults

Graduating seniors will be
aiming to meet a $25,000
goal as Senior Challenge '74
when the annual Senior
Giving Week is launched
next week
Nearly 150 student
volunteers
will be

five-year pledge to the
University.
Working with the Alumni
Association.
Senior
Challenge began in 1970
when 544 seniors pledged
126.800.
In four senior class pledge
drives, more than 1,000
graduating seniors have
donated 155.000 for
programs ranging from the
establishment of book
collections in the Library

contacting June graduates
in person or by mail after
they make initial pledges at
a Senior Challenge banquet
tomorrow
Senior Challenge '74 Is a
class giving project in which
seniors are asked to make a

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

Careful Selected Authentic
Indian Jewelry From
Bryon Hunter Jr.

Showing Wed. & Thurs. 12 - 9

(All sales guaranteed by
Don Basch's Main Street Station
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SAVE 54'

Monday - Friday
11:30 to 1:30 PM

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.

HAVE
A
BALL!

GOOD ONLY
MAY 8
ALL DAY
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"Across from the football

OUR HOUSE SPECIAL

"Offering three ways to
give money lets more people
have a chance to select
where they want their
money to go," Pastor said.

NEW HOURS

$1.00

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

Metamorphosis, 146 N. Main B.G. Oh.

Miranda Pastor, senior
(Ed. i and general cochairman for Senior
Challenge, said the choice of
three recipients will appeal
to more people

Pagliai's

V» pound freshly ground pure boef,
a slice of mellow cheese along with ham
on toasted sesame seed bun,
trench fries and cole slaw

"Cablevision Available"

will go to specific programs
at the University which the
student can designate on his
pledge card. If no special
area is indicated, the funds
will go for scholarships,
student loans and departmental assistance.

ENTER THE
UAO MAY
BOWLING
TOURNEYS

DOUBLE-R-BAR
BURGER PLATTER
NO COKE!

FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

Representing Navajo, Funi, Hogi artist... Rich
Steering and Turquoise... Delgate Mosiacs and
Channels in Coral Jet 4 Shell... Beeds and Fetish
Handcrafted in the Ancient Tradition... Very
Reasonably Priced. Ever increasing in value...

The
appropriation
surprised
James
L
Galloway, director of the

$ DOLLAR DAY $

FOR SUMMER & FALL

Phoenix Arizona

ONE THIRD of the money
collected in this year's drive
has been allocated to the
Career Planning and
Placement Office.

office, who stressed that his
office will need to establish
new programs when this
year s pledges become
available in 1979.
"We have to sell our
students to companies and
school systems and newer
programs can make the
students more marketable."
Galloway said
Another third ol the
money will go to the
proposed (800.000 Alumni
Center which is to be built in
1975 In addition to serving
alumni needs, the center
will offer many facilities
and services to undergraduates
THE REMAINING third

WEDNESDAY 18

Houses & Apartments
For Rent

The Collection of

and a Performing Arts
Center development fund to
improvements of University
environmental controls and
recreation areas

HEY
PODNERS!

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

of

BOWLING GREEN SALAD

The Professional Laboratory Experience Program
(PLEP) will not be offered.
Students who were
interested in PLEP are
eligible for consideration in
MEP.
Names of those selected
will be posted in 128 Life
Science by Thursday. May
16. Registration cards of
those selected will be
accepted until Friday. May
17.
MEP is an optional
program in which juniors or
seniors in elementary education receive credit in five
subject matter methods
courses (Education 351. 352.
353, 355 and 356).
Each student observes and
participates
in
an
elementary classroom
approximately half the days
of each quarter. Each is
assigned to an elementary
classroom and has an
opportunity to work in most
of the roles of a classroom
teacher.
Those interested should
contact Dr. Darrel Fyffe.
126 Life Science

Senior challenge sets $25,000 goal

Special Showing
by
Nicholas Spare

;SUBBByHU

Through

sophomoro court* (or

A meeting for those
interested in registering for
the Methods Experience
Project (MEPI for fall
quarter will be held 7 p.m.
Monday in 105 Hanna Hall.
All students who plan to
participate during fall
quarter in MEP are
required to attend the
meeting or contact Dr.
Darrel Fyffe. 128 Life
Science, prior to the
meeting.
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Rich pastel solids and lively
spnni I prints in 50% po (•ester.
50% cotton. You wiN li K) this
blend so easy to sew and to ens
for* (5 inches wide, n iKhine
wish able and dryabl — and
wnnk e resistant.

EXTRA POINTS

GOOD ONLY
MAY 12
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offers the finest and toast expensive in professional dog grooming care & services
FONAPPT.

Www 354-9603
10111
A Hutch Division
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Music outdoors
Students spent an afternoon listening to
rock, folk and jazz music last Saturday at the
Whitebird Music Festival, regarded as "the
first outdoor spring concert of its kind in
three years" by the event's organizer*.
Despite varying weather conditions which
caused the concert to end earlier than
planned, approximately 500 persons were in
attendance at the concert's peak about midafternoon.
One of the concert's planners. Mark
Zugelder. sophomore (AM), said the reason
for the light turnout may have been the
concert's location. The event was to be held
between Harshman and Kreischer
Quadrangles. However, the site had to be
moved to Sterling Farm due to what
Zugelder termed as "personal priorities on
the part of Darrow's Hall director "
However. Zugelder did add that "after we
were able to cut through the massive amount
of red tape required by the University, we
received very satisfactory cooperation from

almost everybody."
Another concert planner. Dan Jackson,
sophomore (Ed ). said: "Our original
objective in arranging this thing was for
everyone to come out to soak up some
sunshine, listen to some free, high-quality
music and basically just have a real good
time"
The musicians who performed included
light rock and folk artists Doug Fiely It Tony
Duda and Woody Ahneman Powerful jazz
and rock music was provided by the Old True
and Baddog. The musicians were from the
Bowling Green area, with the exception of
the Old Trix. who is from Dayton.
The concert was sponsored by Student
Activities. Kreischer Quadrangle and
students from Darrow Hall.

Newsphotos by
Michael G. Grone
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TONITE! 3 FREE COKES
With Any Large Pizza

Phi Mil's Wish
To Congratulate
The 4th Runner-Up
Of Miss B.G.S.U.

The Alpha Phi's Thank Our
i Phiantastic Formal Desert Escorts
I

JOANNE SARCHIONE
: I

Call Domino's
352-5221
For Fast, Hot, Free Delivery
Under New Management

SUNDAY, MAY 12th
7:30 p.m.

"THE BEACH BOYS"
(Other act to be announced)
at the

John Sofonia
Terry Franz
Keith Plasky
Jamie Fisher
Dave Kukurza

Bruce Burkholder
Randy Dolch
Ed Kitchen
Keith Zellin

L
Don't Forget A Gift For
Your Mother May 12th

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA

.
$5.50 Advance $6.00 Days of Show
General Admisstion Tickets Available At Toledo Sports Arena.
Masonic Auditorium. Bowling Green • Finder's Records.

The Brothers of

Alpha Tau Omega
Wish to Congratulate

LAURA STURNIOLO
On Winning The Title Of

Sportswear

DEPT. OF GEOLOGY
NEW COURSES
FOR FALL, 1974

Lingerie
Sleepwear
Gloves
Jewelry
Umbrellas
Stationary
Purses-Billfolds

"MISS BGSU"
S100 THE EARTH AW DUN (4)
We also wish to thank Joe Seme for his
most excellent job of directing the pageant.
And a special thanks to all Brothers who
helped make the pageant a success.

The relations between man and the earth,
such as geologic hazards, pollution, natural
resources and evolution.

205 GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF MAN (4)
Evolution, classification, distribution,
paleoecology, and geologic history of
prehistoric hominids.

SCARF SPECIAL THIS WEEKEND • ALL 20% OFF

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge
West ol McDonald
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Lost sign-up for interviews this week
■ Signups for the following
job Interviews for the week
of May 10 will be held this
week in the Forum. Student
Services Building.
Signups
for school
schedules will be held from
4:30-5:30 tomorrow and nonschool schedules i business.
government, agencies and
graduate schools) from 3-4
p.m. on Friday This is the
last sign-up for spring
quarter.
A standard Placement
Office Data Sheet must be
turned in at the time of signup for each organization
with which the studeni
wishes to interview

BUSINESS
MAY 23
Oscar
Mayer--Sales
openings leading to management positions Openings in
Toledo & Cleveland Akron
area However, must be able
to relocate They are looking
for people to fill positions all
over the country. Degree
open Prefers experience or
course work In Mktg. or
Bus Mgmt Musi be geared
to assume Mgmt position.
General Mgmt trainees
and openings for operations
mgmt

^r~jr*0*0^er*o^0T&^*o-^er.

THE ORANGE DOOR

MAY 21
Armour Dial-Sales Reps
B and M Marketing or any
business-related area.
SCHOOLS
MAY 21

Columbiana 10.) SchoolMath 10-12 prefer Master's
Degree: Ind
Arts 9-12;
Reading 6-10
Reading Community
Schools-Bus. Educ; Math;
Elem Gen Music. Elementary; Art.
Lakeview iMi.) School
Dist. -Emotionally
Impaired; Remedial Reading;
Counselor w/emphasis on
job placement 9-12 MA
Degree;
Math Middle

School; E Ed K 5 Physics
9-12; Vocal Music E. Ed. &
High School; Head Basketball Coach
Marysville City SchoolsEducational Media Middle
School; Spec Ed -Speech 4
Hearing
1-12,
EMR
Primary; LD/BD4-6.

M.RB I National Labor
Relations Hoard i-Any B, M
for non-attorney field
examiners. Requires good
grade point average and 24
quarter hours in either

A limited supply of round-trip bus tickets to Cedar Point
for Bowling Green Day at Cedar Point'' are available.
Bus tickets are $4. The Funday ticket, which includes park
admission and a dance, is 17 each. In the event of rain on the
scheduled date 'Friday. May 31). tickets will be honored
Saturday. June 1.
Sponsored by the Sports Media and Administrators Club.
Funday is open to faculty, alumni and their families as well
as students
Tickets may be purchased at the Union Ticket Office and
WAWR-FM

Antique show
SUMMER WORK: CLEVELAND, AKRON,
CANTON, TOLEDO.

Handcrafted Gifts for
Mother's Day
10-5 Tues thru Sat

15348 Sand Ridge Rd.

MEN AND WOMEN

(4th house W of Rt. 6)

■■■■■■ ■Moona
CHI OMEGA
wishes to
congratulate

Laura Sturniolo
Miss B6SU 1974

STONEGATE CO.
will interview for the last time this
year for summer marketing positions.
Excellent pay program with $550 per
month guaranteed. Car or access to
one necessary. Involves no door to
door canvassing or out of town traveling.

A three-day antique show
featuring linens, furniture
and graphics will be held
Friday through Sunday in
the Browsing Room, Union.
China, lace, lamps,
lithographs and woodcuts
are included among the
items that will be on sale.
Lectures are scheduled
for 2 and 3 p.m. Sunday. The
display will be open from 10
a.m.-8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and (rom 10 am.-4
p.m. Sunday.

CINEMA I

MAY 24
Ohio Dept. of Commerce
Division of Real Estate -Any
BS/BA degree for investigators in the following
areas: 1. Consumer Complaints 2. Open Housing
Problems.

May 14-Logan County
Schools-EMR; Work Study
Coordinator.
MAY 15-CanfieW Local
Schools-HS: Art; PhysicsMath, Spanish-English;
German; & Jr. High Band.
MAY 16-West Hartford
(Conn.) Public SchoolsSeven positions available for
LDB candidates only.
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
600P£VWINb

Bfcomt, 1HE1&S

PLACE: STUDENT COURT
4th Floor-Student Services

\ Bf£N A LOT OF IPtf
1

HNIIIHII

1

11 HI III illll I MMII Ml I li
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airrictsM 60/N6

ABOUND ABOUT Oil.
MPUSKY PROFITS PURJN6
TUB LAW, 68£ATEmi6Y
.' CRISIS.

TIMES: 10:00, 11:00, 1:00, 3:00
DATE: Thursday, May 9th

••••••••••••••

The following list of
schools appeared in last
week's sign-up. Interviews
still are available. Schedules
are available in the
Placement Office sign-up
area.
May
13- -Milwaukee
(Wise.) Public SchoolsLearning disabilities and
Emotionally Disturbed only.

MAY 21

Funday bus tickets available

offers a wide selection of

Myers

Business, Labor Relations
or Political Science.

AGENCIES

INCANOOR, I MUST
REPORT THAT FIRST
QUARTen PROFITS FOR.
MY OUN COMPANY U£Re
5LI6HTLY OVER. ONGANP
A HALF BILLION DOLLARS.

BUT LET MBTEU.
WUHYTHAT
IS NOT AS MUCH
AS IT SEEMS.
PUT'

ma IT
EOOP.

1

1111

Mil Ml

9th RECORD WEEK!

EVENINGS-7:15&9:45

7 Academy Atwds! including Best Picture!

imi

on it takes
is o liltle
Confidence

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
REDFORD
ROBERT
SHAW

CLaSSIFIED ~«®*~

CAMPUS CALENDAR
• Wednetday. May I. 1174
Dr Doris Williama and Candy Pope will discuss their
workshops tonight all: 90p.m. in the Home Ec Living
Center ol the Home Ec Buildiiig.
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced lecture tonight at (:30 p.m in the
Faculty Lounge ol the Union (or those who practice
TM.
'

A GtOGGt %> MM *HM

"THE STING'
DAVO S **WD -UO0GI OOV m.
. - . TO*> BKL ana
MCMAIl l> AAiA Pwu (PS PO

The Students International Meditation Society will
hold a meeting today at 2-4 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge
ol the Union, c becking (or those who practice TM.

For
your
PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: portraits, passports, applications
and
etc.
Weissbrod Studio 123 W
Wooster Ph 354-8041

The Womens' Track Meet will be held today at t 00
p.m against Ohio State.

PERSONALS

There will be a Womens'
Meeting today (rom 5-9 p.m.

The K-Tt'-Film Undergrad Studeni Committee To Do
Things will hold a meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in
South Hall. Mark Scheerer. News Director (rom
WIOT-FM and Charly Coin. Time Account Salesman.
will speak.

All Seats - $3.00
Sorry No Passes
2 ACADEMY AWARDS!

Ever 7:20 & 9:15
iWUIAM Pflfd HAWS

TOE

H

CINEMA I

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Spaghetti and Garlic Bread Only
Driitt anO SUM ill. j

from 5 to 9

99 C

no delivery on this special

1ST

,-.»t.wllLlAW FIOEDmN

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL

MIDNIGHT MOVIE!

I

I THE CONCERT
I FOR BANGLADESH

x*

•*.
■I

The Groiilo-.! Conceit
olTho Decade!
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT
AND Hi:All II
AS IF
YOU WERE THI'MI'
IIK

.—

loi run
■ i
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IIOSIUSSIIl
UVI UUNUI
MOO SHI!
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IIWI IDOAVIS I«MI nurxn
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IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IF.
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES - JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
"Cablevision Available"

aotu miKvm
■

RIDES
Couple nd. ride Io 4
(rom O.U. this wkend.
Call Doug at 352 7222 or
872-4482
Need riders to NYC. May
H2 Call Meg. 2 52*8
LOST AND FOUND
Help! Lost my trumpet
in Prout Dining Room
Thurs. Reward. Call
Tom Etsinger. 372-3177
105 Bromlleld. No
questions
HELP WANTED

All Seats $2.00 • Tickets on sale at 11:30
Speaker System By Votes of tht Thtatrt!

'''.o'»

r«Mioi*i" f(J

Soltball Intramurals
behind the Womens

Building

Hurry! Hurry!
Must End Soon!

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248

GUITAR STRINGS: Buy
your guitar strings by
mail and save 20%. Send
(or (ree string price list.
Amster Music, 1024
Lavaca. Austin Texas
78701

Barmaid, part time
nights. Must be good with
people S3 ar. start. 10
mln (rom BG Ph. 87*
7Hl,4-«pm
WANTED
I male roommatta to
share apt. this summer.
1160 ea. (or entire
quarter. Call Dave B
*6t4*0»
Houseboy* wanted (or
(all qaarter. Call 2-23*7
or2-ttm
F. rmtnt. needed
aad/or (all. tUM
per/mo. and util
JM-8745 btfore

Sm.
tiach
Call
11 30

•*-%.
Summer
I.
rmmt
needed. Own room. SS43*23
One (. roommate Haven
Howe neat yr WMMt
1 or 11. rmmti to sublease (or summer - Univ.
Village
Call SS2-08J"

■Marl.

F. rmmt.
(or
summer own room. 352OH altar 5.

Need I I. (aU qtr. only
House on Ridge St H6
mo 372-1316 or 372-1504.
4 people to sublease
bouse summer qtr close
to campus, cheap. J520027.
Someone
sublease
1
person apt.
summer
Good spot 1 (urniture. I
Flexible. Leave message.
Dan 2-0341
SERVICES OTTERED

Treat MOM to a luscious
dessert or colfee cake on
her day from the Orange
Door Order by Thurs.
Myers
- 15348 Sand
Ridge Rd.
3 more days to get
PSYCHED (or the Alpha
Phi Flamer! Who's the
lucky guy that gets to
wear your T-shirt?
Kid. you'll always be my
Juliet. Your "Old Man."
Thanks Kappa Sigs. for
helping us welcome our
new pledges with a great
teal The Alpha Phi's
Arnold Air Society and
Angel Flight vs the BG
News Coed Softball
Team, Sunday at 2. What
a game! Let's show them
some air power'

INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East, The Far
East, Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way (or
getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free.
24 hours a day. at (000)

Congratulations
T.W
and Debbie on your D.U
lavallering
The
Brothers.

Need to talk? Decisions?
Call us at EMPA (or
Pregnancy Aid S52-02M
M 11-1: TWR6 30-8.30. F

Need tickets (or Indv
500'' Get (orms in UAO
o((ice.

jM»

»*

Abortion
Information
Service Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 14 hour service.
I1H31H67.
Playing the recorder Is
easy Free catalogue,
recorders, recorder
music. Beginners' Pearwood Recorder. Iaatructioa Book, tll.tfi. Amstar
Recorder Co. M24H
Lavaca, Austin. Teas*

MM.

Congratulations
Chuck
and Becky on your D.U.
pinning. The Brothers.
To my "Big'' Ron ■
Thanx (or being so good
to me! Your Beta Little
Diamond. Sue.

Phi Mu Bel* RunnersThanks (or winning 1st
place in the Beta and
keeping
our
house
number 1!!! The Sisters
QfPhiMu
Congratulations
Jerri
and Tom on your Phi Mu
Sigma Chi pinning. The
Sisters of Phi Mu
We shoe-bopped till 2:30
at the "all campus tea"
with our 14 new pledges.
What a fired up combination. Sigs and Xi's.
Thanks, The Xl's
Debbie Bash, you were
sensational! Your future
Alpha Gam Roommate.

Barb. A bright future is
in store for you and
Dave. Congratulations L
& L, ADPi Sitters.
Do the Alpha Gams know
how lucky they are to
take Cathy Miller away
from a star9
Shop Vatan's for Mothers
Day 108 N Main
Congrats to Herm 4
Debbie on your Phi Tau
Engagement
Best of
luck to both of you Love
Lil Cathy
Waitresses
over
21
needed to work 11-2 p m
and 5-9 pm Apply in
person
Northgate
Lounge, North Main ST
BUS STATION CARRY
OUT - Next to Hydraulic
Rm 500 Lehman
Plates and Rings for
Mother Vatan's. 108 N.
Main.
FOR SALE
63 V W 4-sale Call 3526784 after 5 30p.m.
1868 Chevelle SS. Excellent condition, many
extras Ph 372-5848
Tripod - brand new. was
825 now 115 372-1138.

10x50 mobile home in
good condition. 655-3792
1871 Ford Pick-up with
camper top. 1872 Ford
Van. 1973 Gremlin . 1400
mi.I. All exc. running
eond Priced to sell 3525315
Color organ, 3 channel,
24x17x11 cabinet 11585.
Call Tom. 372-1297
New Harmony 5 string
banjo, also Zenith Compact stereo in excellent
condition. Call Rob 3548313
1870 VW, 4 speed bicycle
"Brand New." never
been ridden 180 or best
offer Call John 352-6787.
anytime after six.
Must sell. Honda 7M.
6/mos. oh), low mile,
exc cond . 11775. Call 2
4(35
FOB RENT

House to sublet lor summer. 3 large bedrooms
1 nfurnuhed
1
block
(rom Wooster. Cheap.
Call 352-5713 between H.
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS are renting e(ficlencies for IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
Call 352-1185 between 126p.m
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr
Furn 2 bed.. 2
baths. 1225 mo. 3 occupants. 1240 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed. (urn.. 2
adults 1170 mo Prices
are lor a 8 mo lease.
heat I water lurn.. lower
prices (or 1 year lease
Call (or our low summer
rates and inspection. 3524384 or 1-893-0B82 collect
FIRST TIME
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
818 Seventh Street. 2 bedroom furnished, heat,
water, air cond.. cablevision
included-dishwasher optional. FALL
RATES 4 persons 167 50
each 3 persons 179.50
each. Ask about summer
rates
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER. Special
rates on 1 and 2 bedrooms or efficiencies
Call 352-1195 between 126pm
Apt. (or rent - 2 bedrooms, (urn., bathroom
♦ a half, air cond. - call
Roger. 352-0020
2 bed. apts. (urn., AC
Special summer rates.
Buff Apts. 1470 and 1490
Clough Call 354-7541, 3534163 or 353-3143 (or
information
Apts. and rooms near
campus. Fall and summer rentals. Phone 3527M6.
APARTMENTS
RENT 352-4*71

TO

CAMPUS
MANOR
Special summer rates - a
lew left for fall. Call 3529302 from 1-5 and 352-7316
evenings.
Greenview - 2 bedroom
apt to sublet call 352(036 between 6 SO p.m.
and 9 p.m

Sublease 1 bdrm. furn
iahed apt., air cond.,
pool, reduced summer
rate. Call 3t2-«5M after
4:30.

Summer sublet, fern. 1
bedroom w/air cond.
Cloae to campus Can
3»>«i«a.

Apt. for 3 students. I If.
bed. Near campus. Ph.
362-73*5.

Sammer sublet, fen. 2
bed apt.; AC; don to
campus. 362-KS7.

I
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'I can't believe I ate the whole thing'

The
Third Floor
Porkers" of Chapman Hall
gathered together in their
lounge Monday night to
compete (or a porker's
crown in the first annual
pizza eating contest.
Linda Newlon. junior
I Ed.), won the top prize
with a record of gulping nine
pieces of pepperoni and ham
pizza in 10 minutes The
students had a choice of
toppings, but Newlon said.
"Towards the end, 1 really
couldn't tell you what kind I
had
Free Cole. Domino's
manager, sponsored the
event and gave Newlon a Tshirt advertising pizza.
"Had apiece lately?"
Newsphotos

by Carl S*id
1

y-

T-

Dance minor ok'd—but road was tough
By Mary Zitello
Planning on a dance
minor'' Then you had better
visit the nearest English
department.
Although that may seem it
should read the physical
education department, one
student found that isn't so.
Merry Pietila. senior
(A&S). recently had a dance
minor approved, but she
says there were many
problems involved.
"The physical education
department refuses to
acknowledge the fact that
people are really interested
in dance enough to major or
minor as a performing art
and not just something you
have to take as a physical
education requirement."
Pietila said
AN ENGUSH major, she
said that since she wasn't a
physical education major, it
was difficult to get a dance
minor. So Pietila went to the
English department where
she received help from
Martha Eckman. assistant
professor of English.

"If it wasn't for Mrs
Eckman. I definitely
wouldn't have a dance minor
at. all." she said. "She
arranged through the
Administration
Building
that I would take 30 hours of
dancing courses to fulfill ths
requirements for a minor."
Pietila said that even
after the Registrar accepted
the minor the physical education department still
would not recognize it.
"Even the teachers who
are teaching dance, except
for Mrs. Margit Heskett.
who ' was the one who
encouraged me to get it.
have this thing against it,"
she said "I really don't
know what it is."
Pietila said though dance
can be educational and
taught through physical education, it really should have
its own department.
"THEATER HAS its
theater department and
journalism its journalism,
and dance, because it is a
performing art, should have
its own," she said.
The senior said that many
students at the University

Moore to dedicate
Firelands building
The $2.5 million Phase II building at Firelands will be
dedicated tomorrow at 2 p.m.
The structure adjoins one of the two original campus
buildings dedicated in 1969 Phase II has increased
instructional space at the 216-acre campus by 50 per cent.
The expanded facilities have allowed the Firelands
administration to develop two-year degree programs in
computer science, environmental technology, electronics
technology, mechanical design and electro-mechanical
technology
PHASE II includes a 300-seat auditorium, faculty offices,
an intercollegiate-sized gymnasium and data processing
facility.
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. will give the
keynote speech at the dedication. Architect Fred Toguchi
and general contractor Arthur B. Carter will participate in
the dedication.
The University's Board of Trustees will be on hand for the
dedication following their May meeting at Firelands.
The board also will attend a dedication luncheon. Max
Lerner, vice-chancellor of two-year campuses of the Ohio
Board of Regents, will speak at the luncheon.
Following the dedication. Firelands students will provide
guided tours of Phase II.

consider themselves as
dance minors, even though
no one else does She added
that most of them are physical education majors and
the physical education
department says they have a
concentration in dance, not a
dance minor.

"If there would only be a
minor or major, or both. I
know a lot of people would
consider it." she said
"Some people probably
don't think dance is
anything, but really
everybody
dances.

Everytime you move, it's a
dance."
Pietila emphasized that
dance has a mental and
physical aspect, especially
as a performer.

To fulfill her 30 hours in
dance, she had to take a
variety of dance courses

plus do many independent
studies
"I'VE TAKEN folk and
square dancing, lots and
lots of modern dance,
Spanish dance, dance
history,
choreography
classes and hours of independent study," she said

"It's through this independent study that you
probably achieve more."
Pietila plans to enter the
Mamma School of Theology
in Springfield, Ohio, where
she will work with liturgical
dancing. For now she
strongly encourages anyone

thinking of pursuing a dance
minor to push it through.
"From all this." she
added, "I think that though
it may take awhile, that
someday a student here will
be able to get a dance
major."

'Golliwhoppers' to open Saturday
"Golliwhoppers!." a children's play which has been
touring area schools for the
last two weeks, will be
presented on campus this
weekend
Everyone enjoys the play,
Valerie Scragg, sophomore
(A&S), and cast member,
said.
"It's pure entertainment." she added. Since
children watch more than
listen, she said, the play has
been adapted with additional
action.
The play, written by Flora
Atkin, is a collection of four
tales taken from American
heritage. Ten company performers act out the tales
with the aid of a narrator.
The cast is usually on
stage before the audience

enters the theater. They do
warm-up exercises and
practice songs The cast
often asks the children to
join them on stage.
Scragg said it is totally
different to perform for children rather than adults

"CHILDREN are a harder
audience because they can't
be fooled." she said. "They
must be entertained constantly or they'll get bored."
Because of this, Scragg
said, the play has to stick to
basic humor. She said

Band to perform final concert
The Symphonic Band will present its final concert of the
academic year at 8 p.m. tonight in the Grand Ballroom.
Union.
Outstanding seniors and freshmen will receive band
awards. The national music honoraries will award the Dr
Richard Ecker Scholarship to an outstanding freshman.
Featured soloist will be Brian Burke, senior (Mus Ed).
on clarinet.
The band is directed by Mark S. Kelly, director of
University bands. He has included selections from the
musical "Sound of Music" and "Festival Fanfare March" in
the concert.
The concert is free and open to the public.

teachers loved the play as
much as the students did
Scragg added her favorite
audience was the children at
Woodlane School
"The children there were
the most responsive and
completely uninhibited. I
loved those kids, ' she said.
The play was performed
at Kossford High School,
Bowling Green Junior High.
Clay High School and Coy
Elementary School in
Oregon, the old Palace
Theatre in Marion, Sylvania

Elementary and Fostoria
High School.
Scragg said when the play
is performed at the University more adult humor
will be included. She said
there is a sophisticated,
slapstick humor throughout
the stories
THERE ARE instances of
characters taking on stereotypic actions and Scragg
cited the case of an "alligator" acted out to
resemble Mae West.
The play also can claim

ownership of something the
cast named the "dingle
bar." It is a tree-like figure
on the stage from which
horns, symbols, whistles,
drums and other sound
instruments are hung. The
cast makes its own sound
effects with these instruments or else with their
voices. Scragg said.
The play will be presented
at 8 p m Saturday and 2
p.m. Sunday in Joe E.
Brown Theatre. General admission is 50 cents.
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Giant KillerYoung uses deception to baffle hitters
By Mark Glover
Aiiiftant Sporti Editor
Wearing a smile and
looking like he stepped from
the latest rerun of
"Mayberry RFD," Falcon
pitcher Kip Young hardly
looks like an intimidating
figure.
Big clean-up hitters in the
opposing lineups tend to
dwarf the 511", 175-pound
sophomore. But when Young
whirls into his wind-up and
delivers the pitch, there is
usually little doubt who is
boss Take last Friday's
doubleheader with Ohio University for example.
THE "KIPPER" started
the initial contest. In the
early stages, he faced one of
OU's burly batsmen. The
BG hurler delivered a pitch
that was headed directly at
the mean and menacing
batter's head.
Doing what came naturally, the Bobcat player hit
the dirt. As he was lying on
his back, he looked up just in
time to see the umpire call a
strike. The Young curve ball
had claimed another victim.
Young is aware of his

Falcons drub Ohio State;
Young, Hebel notch wins
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
It was just like taking
candy from a baby as the
Falcon baseball squad easily
dumped Ohio State twice
yesterday in a doubleheader
at Warren E Steller Field
Coach Don Purvis could
find little fault with any
aspect of his BG team that
took the first game, 8-1. and
won the second encounter,
4-2.
"We played pretty well,"
Purvis said. "We hit the ball
well, got some good pitching
and played good defense."
THE BUCKEYES were
treated to a balanced BG
attack at its finest, leaving
little doubt about the
Falcons' superiority in
either game.
The issue, settled in the
early innings of both games.

gave Purvis a chance to use
a large portion of his bench.
"It went just like I
planned." said the thirdyear Falcon mentor. "When
you get ahead early, you can
play them i the BG
players)."
The scorebook was filled
to the brim with names of
BG players who had a rare
opportunity to see varsity
action against a Big Ten
conference school.
Perhaps the most
memorable performance of
the day was turned In by
Falcon hurler Kip Young,
who tied the BG season
record of seven wins in the
first game. The sophomore
pitcher struck out six and
gave up only two hits in his
record-tying performance
Young's only loss this
season was a 1-0 setback to
Michigan.

The "Kipper,'' who
received assistance from
Mike Hale in the last two
innings of the initial osi
game, gave up one
unearned-run. Young has not
allowed an earned-run for 24
consecutive innings.
Leading the BG barrage of
13 hits in the 8-1 first game
were Gary Haas. Joe Meyer,
Dave Wellman and Dale
Swiger The Falcon foursome had two hits each.
Wellman and Jerry Shupe
both had two KBI's while
Haas turned in his usual
sparkling performance on
defense.
In the second encounter,
big Dan Hebel allowed only
one run in five innings. In
the meantime, the Falcon
batsmen scored four times
Outfielder Jim Fosnaugh
scored a run and singled in

another during the first two
innings
MIKE WOOD accounted
for the other two tallies as
he singled in Meyer and
Shupe in the third frame.
Jim Joyce revived Hebel
In the sixth frame and held
on to notch a save. It was
Hebel s fifth win of the
campaign against two
losses.
The Buckeyes, who are
having one of their truly
dismal seasons, fell to 12-20
The Falcons boast a 22-12
mark overall and now stand
an excellent chance of
breaking the BG record of 24
wins in a season.
The BG nine face a rough
weekend on the road They
will play Western Michigan
in a doubleheader Friday
with Northern Illinois
providing the opposition in
another twin-bill Saturday.

pitching capabilities.
Although he possesses a fine
fastball, it is not a speed
pitch that can overpower a
hitter. Consequently, the
sophomore relies on
deception, change of pace
and lots of breaking stuff.
SOME people call this
kind of pitching "junk
pitching," but the purists of

the summer game as well as
the managers call it
"pitching with your head."
Just ask that Bobcat batter
who took a called strike flat
on his back
And now Young (7-1) has
returned to the moment of
truth. At this time last year.
Young was 5-1 and almost a
sure bet to break the Falcon
record of seven wins in a
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The glory of an undefeated
season is within reach of the
Falcon lacrossemen Three
opponents stand in the way
of the elusive mark
Today's match with
Oberlin. Saturdays clash
with Ohio State and a
Midwest Lacrosse Association iMLA i showdown next
week with Ohio Wesleyan
remain on the stickers
schedule in their bid to
become the 13th team in
Falcon sports history to
record a perfect season
The countdown to
perfection begins with the
Oberlin Yeomen at 3:30
p.m.. today at Doyt L. Perry

Women's
lacrosse
The Bowling Green
women's lacrosse team split
a pair of matches last
weekend.
In the first match. BG
defeated Michigan State, 115, as Ginny McGee tallied
seven goals while Holly
Spinier contributed three
and Phyllis Starrett added
one.
In the second contest, the
Falcon female stickers lost
to Earlham College. 104.
McGee had five goals while
Mary Schlanger added one.
The women stickers (3-1)
will meet Ohio Wesleyan
Thursday on Sterling Farm.

Field The Falcons. 9-0. are
coming off a super-success
ful road trip during which
they raised their points per
game average to better than
13 a game with Ml. \
victories over Michigan
State. Ashland and Kenyon
BG also recorded a solid win
over Ohio University last
Saturday.
The Yeomen will be out to
stop BG's string of 10
straight MLA triumphs
which spans back to last
season, and an overall
winning streak of 12 regular
season victories
OBERUN IS the MLA
cellar-dweller this season
The northeast Ohio college
has lost five of its six
conference encounters The
Yeomen have been blasted
by Michigan State. 10-1.
Ohio Wesleyan, 18-2. and
Denison. 27-0.
Overall, the Yeomen are
44. Falcon coach Mickey
Cochrane said they could
present a little trouble at the
midfield spot.
"Their middies are their
only strength." said
Cochrane.
I don't think
they'll give us much trouble
at other places They didn't
look good when we scouted
them. They are probably a
better team than what we
saw of them."
Even
Yeoman coach Fred Schults
is not optimistic about his
stickers chances against the
Falcons.
"It's one of those seasons
when you sometimes
wonder whether you'll show
up or not," said the Oberlin

coach.
"We're in a
weathered state right now
with a lot of injuries."
The Yeoman lineup will be
questionable with six
starters either definitely
sidelined or ailing from
injuries sustained in their
27-0 flop at Denison.
One blue-chip player the
Yeomen can count on is
senior co-captain Ted
Hommell. who recently
tallied six goals in Oberlin s
only MLA win this season, a
10-9 squeaker over winless
Wooster.
However, Hommell's
midfield line has been the
most injury-riddled on the
team. Schults cited one
occasion where he had to
pull his starting goalie to
lend support at the midfield
The Yeomen defense isn't
much stronger.
"We're in one of those
seasons when a good attack
doesn't do any good unless
you can get the ball to
them,'' said Oberlin's
mentor.

Bus
Student Activities will
sponsor a bus for the
Bowling Green-Ohio
Wesleyan lacrosse game
Saturday. May IS. at
Delaware, Ohio.
Interested students may
sign-up at 405 Student
Services. The cost of a
round-trip ticket Is $2.50. A
minimum of 38 people is
needed to charter the bus.

THE OBERLIN defense
has indeed had its problems
in clearing the ball upheld
The Yeomen have only
completed 40 per cent of
their tries this year. BG is
averaging better than 75 per
cent of its clears.
The powerful Falcons are
currently in their best
physical shape The defense
is solid with veterans Cliff
Holland and Bob Malekoff in
top shape, after hamstring

take the games one at a time
until the end of the season.
"Sure, you think about it
(breaking the season win
record)," said Young. "But
I'm just going to try and go
out there and get guys out."
AFTER defeating OU in
last Friday's first half of a
doubleheader. 1-0, Young
was anything but tight. He
coolly stated be was "just
glad to beat them (OU I."
The' sophomore hurler
added that BG has "a good
chance" of winning the MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) championship.
With a calm and effective
Young on the mound for the
Falcons, BG's chances for a
MAC crown should be better
than good.

Kenny White

Scanlan to take skills
to foreign hoop courts
Brian Scanlan will get his first opportunity to test his probasketball ability—but not in the United States.
Last week, Scanlan was named to a 25 man squad that will
tour Germany, Luxemburg, Holland and France to play
exhibition games against Europe's best. The tour is
conducted by a New York City agency that sponsors
American roundballers in Europe
Scanlan. who will leave next Friday, will be eyed by
Europe's pro cage coaches and scouts looking for players to
improve their teams.
If one of the 25 players is picked, he is offered a contract
and represented by an agency that negotiates for many of
the American players in Europe.

WITH THE Bill Walton bowl concluded, look for the
Portland Trailblazers to make a complete turnabout on the
court next season.
Walton, who inked a five-year pact estimated between
$2.5-3.0 million, will team up with Sidney Wicks (UCLA
alum I. considered one of the premier forwards in the NBA.
snapshooting guard Geoff Petrie and the valuable John
Johnson.

Football captains
Linebacker Joe Russell
and split end Hal Thomas
have been named cocaptains of Bowling Green's
1974 football team. Both
players will be seniors next
fall
Russell was the Falcons'
second leading tackier as a
sophomore but missed most

of last year because of
injuries. A 6 1". 227-pound
pre-med major. Russell is
BG's top candidate for Academic All- American honors.
Thomas is BG's top returning pass receiver. The
6 0' . 169-pound speedster
from Columbus grabbed 18
passes for 266 yards and four
touchdowns last season.

Undefeated stickers meet Yeomen
ByDaaGarfleld
Asslstaat Sporti Editor

season. In fact, most
baseball buffs figured be
would win the rest of his
starts.
However. Young ran into
difficulties and never won
another game last season.
He finished with a 5-2 mark.
A year has passed and
maturity has been added to
Young's baseball talents.
The right-hander plans to

and hip pointer injuries,
respectively.
The attack unit of Verne
Zabek. Bill Grimes and
Steve Cabalka continue their
red-hot scoring pace that
finds them the second most
productive scoring trio in
the league
Throughout the year, the
Falcons middies have
complimented the attackers
with timely goals as Paul
Collins, Tony Vaccaro and

Paul Eldridge have added
considerable balance to the
Falcon offense
Manning the nets today
will be Pat Collura, who is
currently ranked third in the
MLA in goalkeeping
percentages.
The Falcons are tied with
Ohio Wesleyan. which
dropped Denison out of the
title picture. 16-14. last
Saturday, for the top spot in
the MLA with a 6-0 mark.

The Big Redhead is the second UCLA All-American center
to sign a six-figure pro contract. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
received a $1.4 package from the Milwaukee Bucks in 1969.
What a match-up- Jabbar against the Big Red in the
western conference playoffs

AL GREEN, the blue chip guard from Pittsfield. Maine
and the number one high school recruit on BG recruiter Bob
Hill's list, reportedly has narrowed his choice of schools to
BG and North Carolina State.

OHIO UNIVERSITY'S new coach Dale Bandy has been
confronted with two problems before putting the league's
cage champs on the floor.
Bandy has seen two of his star players. Ulice Payne and
Larry Slappy, transfer to the University of Pittsburgh. Their
reasons for leaving are unknown. The two will have to r it out
this year before they are eligible for the 1975-76 campaign.
REPORTS FROM Ann Arbor, Mich., have star basketball
player Campy Russell turning hardship for the upcoming
college draft. If Russell does choose to sacrifice his last
year of college eligibility, he may be picked up by the
Cleveland Cavaliers.
The Philadelphia 76ers. chosing second in the NBA draft,
are reportedly leaning towards Marvin "Bad News" Barnes
from Providence as their number-one selection
The Cavs, picking third in the draft, are in the market for
a big man. Tommy Burleson. the 7'4" pivotman from North
Carolina State, was believed to be the top man on
Cleveland's chart until Russell voiced his intentions
ROGER WALLACE is leaning towards signing a contract
with the St Louis Cardinals of the NFL after having a good
rookie camp. Wallace also has received an offer from the
Toronto Northmen of the WFL.
Joe Green, former BG football standout, has inked a pact
with the Houston Texan* of the WFL. Other pro signings
include Bob Martin lJacksonvillel. Tim Quinn (Chicago).
Greg Meczka (San Diego). John Villapiano iHouston) and
Oseola "Sonny" Hicks (Toronto).
BOB GIBSON has taken a leave of absence from his
teaching position here to coach the Toronto club of the WFL.

ADD END: With the New York Knicks out of the
championship picture much of the attention now is focused
on the surging New York Nets of the ABA and their star
player Julius "Dr. J" Erving The Nets are strong favorites
to capture the ABA crown.
The New York papers' favorite headline for Erving. who
is rated the game's most exciting player, is "Dr. J makes
another house call."

Netters finally defeat Rockets
ByDaaGarfleld
Assistant Sports Editor
It took Bowling Green 10
years to come up with a
team tennis win over
Toledo. Yesterday, the
netters did it in grand style
as they blasted the Rockets,
7-2, in a Mid-American Conference match at the Ice
Arena courts.
The outcome was never
doubted as the Falcons
mastered a 5-1 lead after
singles competition to clinch
the victory.
Clutch tennis by freshmen
Casey Daganhardt, Rich
Herbst and Rob Dowling In
their singles matches highlighted the MAC victory.
Daganhardt dominated
Chuck Casteel at the fourth
singles spot, (-1, 6-n, while
Herbst battled back from a
6-4 first-set loss to defeat

Jim Davis. 6-3. 6-2 at first
singles.
Dowling had trouble with
Toledo's Jay GrizxeU at five,
but won, 3-6, 7-6 and 6-2 in
three gruelling sets.
IN OTHER SINGLES
action, the Falcons' leading
MAC winner, Doug Dennis,
won at sixth singles. A
native Toledoan. Dennis
chalked up his fifth straight
league triumph in as many
matches, defeating Jeff
Traudt, l-«. 6-3 and 6-4.
BGs other winner came
at third singles, as Falcon
captain and leading singles
winner, Tim Hoover,
downed Randy Whately, 6-1,
6-0. The senior BG netter
upped his overall mark to 116 and enhanced his chances
of gaining a post-season conference tournament spot by
winning his fourth MAC
match in five starts.

Larry Dister was the
Falcons' only disappointment as he was rattled. 6-3.
6-4, by Rocket second-singles man Mickey Schmidt.
In doubles competition,
Toledo's Davis and Schmidt,
a pair of MAC veterans,
defeated the Falcon
freshman duo of Herbst and
Daganhardt. The BG first
doubles combo scored a 6-3
first set victory but Davis
and Schmidt took a key 7-6
tiebreaker and waltzed to a
6-2 victory in the third set.
HOOVER AND DENNIS
at the second doubles
continued the Falcon romp,
winning convincingly, 6-2, 64. over Whately and Traudt.
Dister and Dowling upped
their third doubles mark to
7-3 and 4-0 in the MAC, as
they won, 6-1.6-4 In straight
sets

Coach Bob Gill said be
was "real happy" with the
overall win. which broke a
ten-year victory drought.
"This win would be better
if it came at the end of the

season so we could
celebrate, but we still have
some key matches with
Miami, Western and Central
Michigan this weekend
left." said GUI.

Women's tennis
The Falcon women's
tennis team started out
slowly this year losing three
out of its first four matches,
but the women netters have
come on strong, winning six
straight contests.
In a quadrangular meet
last Saturday, the Falcons
defeated Toledo. 4-1. Notre
Dame, 5-0, and Oberlin. 5-0.
Top singles netters, Amy
Smith and Janet Wonderleigh were triple winners for
the Falcons while third-singles swinger Cathy Brady
captured two of her three
matches

In doubles, Amy Longley
teamed up with Judy
Jeanette for three wins at
first doubles while Lisa
Venner and Louanne
Cunningham posted three
victories at the second spot.
In "B" team action, the
Falcons split with Toledo
and Oberlin. BG lost to
Toledo 3-2, but rallied to
defeat Oberlin. 3-2.
The Falcons will travel to
Miami Saturday for a pah- of
Mid-American Conference
contests with Miami and
Toledo

